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Holland City News.
YOL. Y.-NO.

HOLLAND,

24.

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

Phyilelani.

Dragi *nd kedldnei.

A NNIS & BROEK, dealers In Drugs. Medicines.
l\ Funcv Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries, &c. Eighth street.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

A

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

mmm, -

INOESBURG. J.O.,

mmi

•

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.

DOESBURG, Editor and

0. J.

Publisher.

T2B1IS or SUB3CBIPTI0H:—I^.OO peryeirln admee.
JOB PltlNTINO PROMPT I. V AND NEATLY DONE.

T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

/V
OROEK

A., Surgeon and Physician.Officeover
the store of G. Van Putteu A Co., where he
can be found during the day and nluht.

D

and MedlBrushes.&c. Phy-

clnes. Paints and Oils,
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

Terms of advertising:

street.

O

Druggist A Pharmacist : a full
stock of goodsappertuining
to the business

See advertisement.

(quire of ten lines, (nonpareil.) 75 cents
for tlrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three

Dry Good*.

Square ...............

3 50
.................. 5 0"
................ 8 IK)
Column ................. 10 00
.............. 17 00
................25 IK)

1

3"
‘2

4

X1 “
"

17

8
10
17
25
40

0(1

25 00
40 00

00
00
"0
00
(X)

t>5 (HI

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three

annum.

lines. $2.00 per

Notices of Births, Marriages,
lished without charge.

etc.;

before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

street.

cor. Eighth and River streets.

ADDER

r

OEIDSEMA J.
It Furniture A

Tobacco end Clgers.

rPK ROLLER,

M., A SUN, General Dealers in
Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

X

Wetchei end Jewelry.
T

“

Muskegon, Pcntwater
& Rig Rapids. 5.30

“ “
“
“
&
“ “
“
“

New

m. f 10.20

a.

f 4.20 p.

m.

12 10 p. m.
0 35 “ “
* 0.15 p.m.

3.30 p.

in.

0.40““

*

a.

m.

10.23 “ “
8.30 “ “

f 10.40 a.

in.

5.20 a. m.
3.25 p.m.
4.10 “ “

p.m.

12.25
9.35 “

“

---

(&

V

{c

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

RAPIDS

Express. Mail.

“
“
“

P. M.
4 15
4 82
5 45
0 1!
6 1!)
6 35
U 50
F.M.
8 30
A.M.
6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.
7 05
P. M
1 1.1

A. M.
7 30
7 44
8 26
9 41
9 19
9 85
9 50
A. M.
11 30
F.M.
6 30
P.X.
5 00
r. m.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

Grand Rapids.
Grandville.
Allei'an.
Otsego.
Piaiuwell.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

M.

P. M.
!7 10
pi 55
5 45
& 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
|3 05
A.M.
18 50
A.M.
8 30

10

55
45
8 1C
8 07
7 35
7 35
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

North.
No. 2

3 40
P.M.
7 55

p.

STATIONS.

m.

p.

Muskegon!
Ferrysburg

12 15
11 45
11 40
11 11
10 35
10 15
9 25

m.

VEEN.

;

2
2
2
3
3

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

00
30
40
13
55

m.

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

fatal in a littlemore than half the cases,

and persons who recover are believed to
ho more subject Ilian before to attacks of

laughed and danced and talked and sung.

kind. They are less able than before
to endure heat or nervous exhaustion,
the

and extreme care of themselvesis always
is a peculiarof the disaese that partial recovery

enjoined by physicians. It

00
50
00
50
15
45
15

folly's

And

could sing and dance no more,

It

then occuredhow sad 'twould he.

Were this world only made

ing

tK)

••

®

$1

$

1

@

88

.

®

Ifi

20

.........
Bariev, 100 lb ........
Middling,f 100 ft) .....
Flour, $1 ihOlb.. ........
Pearl Barley, $100 lb..
101) lb

1

6 00

@

2
1
8
7

2ff

«5
40
75
00
00
4b
00
33
38
00

oppositethe C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

Feathers! Feathers!
Prime Live Geese Feathersat
U. MEYER &

and Sale Stable*.

her

patients are subject is that of falling into

mind serene, and brought the sweetest an- pulmonary disease, as results of the conticipationsof another and a better world. gestion of the lungs which usually accom-

commonly
who

hope my daughter? Does it

you?" “Nothing,”says an

sus-

English

always liable to the disease in our climate
in

the summer, and no pains should be

cleigyman who witnessed these interviews, spared to guard against its attack. Over“can be more striking limn the sight of the exertion—especially of the brain, anxiety,
king, aged and nearly blind, bending over worry and undue exposure to the sun-light
the couch on

speaking to her
as u matter

the princess lies, and

should be carefully shunned. The trouble

of salvation through Christ

may be avoided by simply keeping cool,
both metaphoricallyand literary; and of

which

fur more interesting than the

most significantpomps

the two the mctphoricallykeeping cool

of royalty.”

As she grew weaker he caused the phy- by no means

to overcast his

mind again. Ho

felt, like

Lear, that he had one true heart to love

is

the less important. —Clecelaiul

Leader.

A

NEW DISINFECTANT.

Experiments were made
well’s Island with

anew

lately

on Black-

disinfectantcalled

CO

him

I.

Livery and Sale Stable.
and barn on Market street. Everything

VTIBBELINK, J.

H.. Livery and Sale Stable;
Oftlce of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th

near Market.

R. A. Schouten. N. G.
P. ScHRAVESAXDK. R. 8.
------.

Wagonmakesand Blacktoiths.

all

death. Another danger to which

for himself alone. This love was the Girondin. A party of gentlemen asmore precious to him than crowns and sembled in the Charily Hospital. Afier a
F.
thrones. The world ottered nothing to short explanationof the qualities of the
HoT.i.ANnClty Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
him so sweet as her affection. She was disinfectant by Mr. James Meyer, Jr., the
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hatl, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening his Cordelia. One gloomy day a messenparty was brought to an empty ward on
of each week.
ger came to the king’s room to announce the third story. This ward has been filled
Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.

I)OONK A ALBERTI.

Shop. Horse-shoeingand
done. River Street.

but within a day or two there follows

sinking, the old dejection and gloom began

l

1/

;

effusion within the cranial cavity which
results in

make a statement of her condition every hour. When Jie found her

llirriat |loticfs.

A BRO.. Wagon and

linger- time

sicians to

hotel throughout.

IN UK EM A

u

and fatal illness. Her sufferings at
were heart-rendingto witness, but
sublime confidence in God kept her

1

PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicTr Proprietor:

ix

me."

covery or remove the prospect of speedy
death. In many cases the patient begins
what seems to be a recovery, and the
symptons continue to grow better for a

limes

tain
)

/NITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindskuout, Proprietor.
\.) Built In 1873; Furnished inelegant style, and

Livery

for

In 1810 she was attackedwith

feel tills

Bran, $1 ton ............
Feed. $) ton ............

P. Zalsman, Proprietor.
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
frem the Trains. Eighth street.

a first-class

I

gay pursuits were o'er,

.......

Corrected by the “Jfvr/gtr MUU.

Buckwheat, bushel

ETNA HOUSE.

ing

When

does not necessarily promise complete re-

.

Wheat, white ^ bnshel
Corn, shidled W bushel
Oats, bushel .........

YV.

Sonth.
No. 1
a.

is

Do

Hotel*.

Office
first-class.

Monday, May 29, 1876.
doing
No. 3

fair stanzas, that

.

E., Dealer in General Hurdware; cor. Eighth and River street.

A

ic,

5n
12
25
00
40
HO

Grain, Feed, Etc.

yAN DKR

street,

doing
No. 4
p. m.
8 20
7 45
7 40
6 50
5 45
5 17
4 00

two

heaven.

AM

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Effect,

1

Store; sell cheaper than anv other; 8th

I)

Taken

in

‘•Unthinking, idle, wild and young.

00

**

“

O

Express. Mail.
A.
10
9
8

decline. She once told her ex-

kind, are

gree.i ...................
beach, ary ..... .............2 00
The old king lingered by her bedside, panies the cerebral congestion,and is the
*• green ..................
Hemlock Bark ............ ........ 4 00® 450 her affectionatewatcher and nurse. They cause of the stertorousbreathing which
Staves, pork, white oak ..............®10 00
attends aunstroke. Patients
Staves, Tierce,
g.
12 00
talked together daily of Christ, of redempHeading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00® 8 50
recover from the originalmalady
“The
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50 tion, and of the joys of
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... “SO only hope of the sinner is in the blood and sometimes do so only to die of the conseStave holts, hard wood ........... ....... 4 00
you quent pulmonary affection. Persons are
Railroad ties .................................
12 righteousnessof Jesus Christ.

Flour and Feed.

TO GR ND RAPIDS. ments; Eighth street.

STATIONS.

in his

fid

Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 5) oo

Provisions, etc. River street.

V
yAN LANDKGEND A MELI8, Dealers in
V Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Fanning Imple-

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nor. 21, 1875.

FROM GR’ND

king

"But when the hour of trial came.
When sickness shook my trembling frame,

Wood, Staves, Etc,

itreet.

-

©

X

Dry
Goods, Groceries,Crockery. Flour and Feed,

by mental strain of any

peculiarly,liable to sunstroke.The disease

That >11 the world was made for me.

.......

II

-

hausted by watching,by trouble, by anxi-

Concluding, in those hours of glee,

$

TTAVERKATE,

time.

—

through exhausting ordeals, persons ex-

and making herself the companion of the

And. proud of health,of freedomvain,
Dreamed not of sorrow, care or pain,

CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, Apples, y bushel ................
IJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps, Beans,
« bushel ...................1 50 (y, a
Clothingand Feed; River street.
Butter, V lb ....................
Clover seed, ^ busliel ..... ^
8
npK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Eggs, ^ dozeu .................. (ic
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and’ convey- Honey, ^ lb .......................
18
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Hay, V ton ......................12
Onions, p bushel ...............<§,
TTAN PUTTEN G. & CO., General Dealers, in Potatoes. ^ bushel ...............
Dry Goods. Groceries,Crockery,Hats and Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ........... (h> 4
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Wool, V H) ......................

TITELTON & AKELY. General Dealers in

recently passed or dre passing

ety, or

have been preserved:

Produce, Etc.

Q LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
f
Feed, Grains and Huy, Mlll-stufl. Ac., «fcc. in
• Daily except Saturday
Slooter's Brick Bnlldlng.— See Advertisement.
t Mixed trains.
All other triius daily excupt Sundays.
Hardware.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
G, J. First Ward Hardware

*

greatest then, but more largely,

disease. Fora like reason persons

girl; but as she gicw older she became af-

(Out w
iHurhcts.

a

T

of cases the attack is felt

the earlierpart of the day have exhausted

who have

Fancy Goods; Kenyon's Block

\UURSEMA J. A

T

is

of the

st.

Rulliilo

Chicago.

Daughter.

his

ity

Arrive at
Holland.

f 10.05 n.

the heat

early days she was a guy, light-hearted

USLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,

G. J., Family Supply Store:
choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store: Eighth street.

1

m.

1804, National fast day.

4,

number

in the latter half of the day,, partly because

Qroeerlei.

General Dealeri.

5.25 u.

his greater

first voyage.

perience in life

vertisemeut.

Sunday, April 2J, 1875.

Rapids.
“
“ **
“ 10.35““
m.
8.35““

“

quently occurs nt night, although in the

on

R., Dealer In Staves. Wood and fectionate and reflective, yielding to the
Bark: office at his residence,Eighth street.
deeper sentiments of her emotional nature,

V

1I..&CO., Dealers in all kindsofFur»tI niture. Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

X

Grand

prisoned.

RANTERS,

VIEYER

fPE VAARWERK,

Leave
Train*. Holland.

3, 1492, Columbus started

perhaps, because the heat and labors of

Furniture.

stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market

Effect,

*•

The King and

Misses.,FashionableDressmakers. chine." Dealers in needles and attachments.
Rooms opposite the Post Oftlce. Eighth street.
SUrei, W:od, Berk, Xtc.

Lj

pLIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a •) and dealers in
1' ready market for country produce; a choice River Street.

Taken

2,

George III. had fifteen children. Ills the subject’s vitality, ami produced in him
17 ANTEU8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and AlleI\ gan Counties,for the biiowe Sewing Ma- favorite was the Princess Amelia. In her conditions favorable to the development

Dreuaaking.

i£r“ All advertising bills collectable quarterly

Chicago k Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

“

Sewing Machines.

and Deaths pub-

An Z

Manufacturerof and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

General dealer in Dry Eighth

Goods. Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps,

1 Y.

5 (HI
8 (Kl
10 00

1808, Union army repulsed at
attack persons who are not exposed to the
Culpeper.
1801, Crew of “Jeff Davis” im- sun’s rays at all, and that in fact it fre-

1,

• 1

_

\7AUPELL, H.,

V

ERTSCH, D.
6 M.

on a focal point, and the name survives
31, 1803, CentennialChemistrycelethe absurd misconception out of which it
bration.
grew. We know now that the disease may

‘

months.
3 M.

80, 1804, Chambersburg burned.

Saddlin.

One

The peculiar cerebral congestion known
as “sunstroke” was so named from the
popular belief tiiat it was the result of a
sudden concentrationof the sun’s rays up-

“
“

QCHOUTEN,

R. A. City Physician. Office at Dr.
Schouten A Meengs1 Drag Store,Sth Street.

1

don.

AM ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office, August
jt! over E. Hkroi.d'h Boot and Shoe Store,

Drugs, Medl-

Ty AL8H HBBER,

V

29, 1719, William Penn died at Lon-

public square.

clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. Eighth
W. Van Den Hero's Family Medicines; River St.

V

July

B.

Articles and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

V

232.

Sunstroke.

American Historical Events.

T EDEBOER, ’Physician and Surgeon: Office
IJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite

TAR. 8CHOUTBN & MR ENGS' Drug Store.
iJ Fine Drugs, Medicines. Fancy Goods, Toilet

yAN PUTTEN.Wm., Dealer In

Centennial.

NO.

A NNIS.

Dealer in Drugs

1-/

WHOLE

29, 1876.

---

Blacksmith

kinds of repair-

To Consumptives-

The iidyertiser, having been permanently cured of that dread disease,Consumpt4 12
5 00
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known hi his fellow sufferersthe means of
Kerehant Tailor*
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
gusincsji Jircctorti.
ITOSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer charge), with the directions for preparing
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnishand using the same, which they will find
ing Goods.
Attorney*.
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
yoRST, W.. Merchant Tailor.Cloth pnrehas- Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishingthe preTTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
cd elsewhere, will be cutto order. Renal ring
scription will please address
XX Notary Public;River street
promptlyattended to. River street.
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
"YfcBRIDE, G. W., Attorneyat Law and Sollci04
Penn
St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.
Heat
Earket*.
ITI tor in Chancery;office with Ml D. Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
‘For Sale by Ucher Walsh, Holland,
1TUTKAU W„ New Meat Market, near corner Michigan.
( ART, F. J. CouiHelsorat Law and Solicitor at
X) Eighth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sauyLI EM AN, J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cush paid for Furs.

r

D

V

\f Chancery. Office. In Dr. Powers building. sages constantly on hand.
West of River Street.

WALL*

ITLEYS, P.,

First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

PAPER

that Amelia had breathed her last. It was

with sulphuretted hydrognn gas. The
much for the king; reason began to wa. party were escorted inside to note the
ver and soon took its flight. “This was effect, and the effect on their olfactories
too

caused by poor Amelia,” he was heard say- was so strong that some of them were glad
ing, as the shadows deepened and the to retire. The disinfecting apparatus was
dreamy winter of age came stealing

on.—

Selected.

then got in order, and after it had com-

room with the djsincommittee was
enter again. They walked around

pletely sprinkled the
------ -«•*»

•

A Love Story

---

of Kalier

fcctant the investigating
asked

William.

to

the room, snuffed of the air, and expressed

The German edition of the Daily New*,
of New York

city, is responsible

on

this

side of the water lor a love story about the

Kaiser William. It is to the effect that

when Prince William of Prussia entered

themselves eas perfectly satisfiedwith the
result of the

harder test. The body of a man who was
drowned, and which had been

France with the allied invaders in 1810, a
ten days,

youth

of nineteen, he

lodged in the house

experiment. It was then

proposed to put the invention to even a

the east

of u well-to-do citizen at Dizier, who had

in the

water

was lying in the deadhouse on
side of the island. This body

and curtains of every description, and all a very pretty daughter.With this damsel, was forty-eight hours out of the water, and
decomposition had set in. When the party
kinds of new Furniture. Pricea aa low us
Angelique Bnrnier, the youthful Prussian
River street.
TT’UITE.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and the lowest.
R. MEYER & CO.
reached the dead-house the stench was
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
Prince struck up. a tremendous flirtation,
1TIS8CHERA., Attorney at Law, Notary Pubplainly perceptible, even on the outside,
lie and Conveyancer.Kenyon's building. yANDERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh. Sait.
and when he marched to Paris ho left
F. & aTm.
though the doors of the building were
Corner of Eighth ana River street.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
A Regular Cnmmnnicmlon of Unity IjOixik, written on a pane of her window, as well
and twine; 8th street.
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
closed. Several members of the party
Bakerlei.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,August as on “the red tablets of her heart,” these
ventured in, but retired in quick order.
2, at 74 o’clock,
Uannfattoriei,Villi, Shcpi, Etc.
JJINNEKANT. J., Proprietress of the Pioneer
words in German : “I love thee. William.”
Geo. Lauder, W. M.
The
disinfectant was then applied, the
X> Bakery; baking done to order; Sth street.
J. O. Doesburo, Sec'y.
More than half a century rolled away and
TNEMING, W. II.. Manufacturerof Plows, By
room was thoroughly sprinkled with it,

rPKN EYCK.

X

J..

Attorney at

Law

and Collecting

Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd

IV.

floor,

V

At

V

J. A. Proprietror of City Bakery; xJ improved machinery is enabled to sell the
Confectionaryand cigars;Refreshments in regnlnrKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
this line served on call: Eighth street.
lower pr cea than any surroundingtown Plow
points ground to order. 10th streetwest of River st.

pESSINK.G.

I

Banking and

Exchange.

Children's Carriages.

at Excelled by none

-

-

TTEALD, R.

TT EN YON, NATHAN, Bunking and Collecting,
IV. Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
*
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.

I

H.

MEYER & CO.

—

Erron of Youth.

River streets.

OAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

in quality,finish or price

when

in 1870 the Prussian guards rode into

Dizier, Angelique Barnier, a stout matron

now, received certain of
her house— and showed
souvenir

still

their officersinto

them

the precious

A gentleman who

yk?s

s"

Ln'xyLti

-

1

Seatlit.

/NEE D. M. Dental Hurgeon;re*ideuce, and
‘j office on Eigh
rant, opposite Buxker A
til si

Van Raxlie.

Agent, Notary Public aad Conveyaocer;C
lections made In Holland and vielnlty.

lyALSH. U.. Notary Public; Ooiiveyanccr, CARPETS ! CARPETS!!

M

Store,

street.

and Insurance Agent. Office, t'ify Hn/y
bth

i

j

1

A

food

variety of

utes all entered into the dead-house with

impunity arf^ found hut

a very slight odor

existing.

suffered for years was t^ good to keep, and it traveledfrom
rhrar from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
lip to lip till it reached the royal headT.r ASTERS. L. Tlealer Tn Books, Stationand all the effects of youthful indiscretion
IV. ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
quarters.
King William went straight to
will, for (he sake of suffering humanity,
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
send free to all who need it, l,he recipe and the house and presented himself before his
Boot* and Sboei.
for making the simple remedy sweetheart. “Angelique,” he exclaimed,
WH'MS P. II., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps. direction
pLFERDINK W. A II. General dealers
All kinds of wood turning and sawing on by which he was cured. Suttererswish* “who would have dreamed you would kiss
Ijj in Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done; hand and done to order. River street.
ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
River street
can do so by addressing in perfect confl* and tell!” The matron, in confusion, be*
Hctanr Public*
i gan to excuse herself, hut the gallant old
dence,
TTEROLD, K., Manufacturer of and dealer in
JOHN B. OGDEN,
XX Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.;
King caught both her hands, kissed them
I)08T, HKNRY D., Real Estate and Insarai
Eighth struct.
42 Cedar st., New York.
—not, perhaps, quite so tenderly as of old
Book* and Stationery.

a quantity of

the fluid poured into it. Within ten min-

glitteringwhere the Piince’s

diamond ring had scrawled it. The storv
Proprietors

and the body cut open and

—and

said, langhlng: “Ah, well,

diers

know

that

handsome Carpets at
Angelique,I have
II. MEYER & CO.

boys

my

sol-

The Girondin disinfectant

baryta, and phenic acid.— -JY 7. Herald.
In answer to

to us
N. Y.

a question repeatedly put

we quote the following from the
Sun: “A number of citizens in dif-

ferent parts of the conntry write to the
Sun to inquire what Gov. Tilden’s religion
ia. He is a

memperof the

Presbyterian

Church, as we have already stated; and

Washingtonwho has bet
Governor is
has won the bet”

the gentlemen in

will be boys; and, one hundred dollars tiiat the

never forgotten youf'

is a solution

of metallic salts— namely, zinc, copper,

not a Catholic

and South Alabama. They seem to be gen- tho report of tho Finance Committee,recently made Mr. Morrill,providing for tho examinationof the the common schoOk of the Und should be preeral, and fears are entertained,
owing to their to the Senate, aUtiug that they wore fully aatiafled foundation, etc., and limiting the cost to $350,000, served in all them tigor, while, in accordance
that pot the slightestchange had been made in the
the bill was passed. It appropriates$100,000
advanced state at this early date, of & total de- booto. Davit said that if the books of tee Treasury
tocontinnotee work after tee Washington Mom. with the spirit of thp constitution, they and all
struction of the crop. The com crop will be Delwtmebt had not been changed, the ofllaittl umeut Society shall transferto itho United their endowments should be secured by every
ttie best ever made.
Btatomenbsent to Congress
. Tj
States all ite rights and privileges,and pro- possible and proper guarantyagainst every

1

loiliiHtl

Jiad.

WASHINGTON.

HOLLAND

qilT,

yiCHIOA^

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
PuUman, pf Long
Brai]fekr.waBT(A)Md
tti« oth6r aayof ^i&mondd
and jewelryvalued at $2,500.. Another auc.

.

ceaaful experiment in the sale of heavy lota of
dry goodfl at auction waa made in New York
laat week. The aale waa the largest of ho kind
ever held in America, Comprising 18,000 packages valued at froip $2, ('00, 000 to $3,000,000.
The goods were sold for cash, and realized
about 25 per cent, below prevailingrates....
The three oventa of the intcr-collegiate
regatta came off at Saratoga, N. Y., ou the 19th
of July, and the trophies all go to Ithaca to
keep company with the flags won by Cornell
last year. The tJniversityrace waa the most
closely contested. Harvard coming in a length
and
half behind. Columbia '/was third,

A Wabhihotoh dispatchof the 19th says
^'Gov. Chamberlain, of South Carolina,arrived here to-day, and had a consultationwith
SecretaryCameron and Attorney General Taft
regarding tho recent trouble at Hamburg.
Tho Governor was fully informed as t« what
the views of the geqer&lGovernment are upon
this affair,and thsy, are sutytauuilly^to the,
effect that the State of South Carolina should
execute ite laws and bring to prompt trial aud
nunishmeut parties who are guilty of having
incited the riotous demonstrations and murders
:

‘

TifE.cqttage of peorqe M.

Just reported.".

A Washington dispatchof July 21 says : “ It
haa been represented in some quarters that
Gov. Chamberlain, of South Carolina, was coming here to a?k the interposition of Federal

POLITICAL.

far in the roar. The single-ecull race was won
easily by Francis, of Cornell (a son of John M.
Francis, of the Troy Tirnes), Danforth, of Harvard, alone, proving k respectableantagonist
The Freshman race was a walk-swayfor Cornel ; the Harvard crew failing to make as good
time as they had in private.

Br the capsizing of the yacht Uohawk, in

Ex-Secretaby Bbibtow, in
ident,,

a

letter to the Pres-

concerning Cabinet conversations. He says;
“ I respectfully suggest that the appearance of
the several heads of departments before committeesof Congress to testify to converaations

between the President and themselves,
running through a period of many months,
would almost inevitably lead to disclosures of differences of recollection, and present
to tho country an unseemlyconflict to which I

ner, a well-known manufactorer and yachtman,

conld not willinglybe a party; beeides it
seems to me that such an inquiry by a commit-

his wife, his brother- in-law,Frost Thome, Miss
Adele Hunter, a young lady well known in New
York society, and a cabin-boy lost their lives.
There were several other persons on the vacht
in addition to the crew at the time of the disaster, but they were rescued with the exception
of one dr two of the crew. ... A terrible tragedy
js reportedfrom Pemberton, Pa. Sheopard P.
Wiley, a wealthy wool merchant of that place,
mnraered his young wife, of whom he haa been
jealous, by braining her with a hatchet, and

am

adhere to my announced purpose not to
answer the questions propounded to me by
the committee.I beg to remind you that
my opinion on this subject was repeatedly
stated to you aud members of the Cabinet, aud as

understood met your and their approval. My
then committed suicide by cutting his throat
withdrawal from the Cabinet does not alter or
with a razor.
modify my duty in this respect, nor have my
Thboe tanks, containing upward of 70,000 views undergone any change. I hope I will
barrels of oil, were consumed by fire at Park- not be recalledby the committee, but should
they see proper to call me again I cannot coner’s Landing, Pa., laat week.
. .A colored man
sent, as at present advised, to testify to couverhas tnroed op in Philadelphia who claims that
sations held with the Presidenton official busCharley Ross is alive, that he has seen him
iness. "....Mr. Mason BraymZn haa been ap
within a few weeks, and that ho is able to repointedby the President Governor of Idaho.
store the lost child.
. Mr. Blaine has gone to
The Missouri Democrats have nominated
Rye Beach to recuperate his shatteredhealth.
He is said to be a little stronger physically, Hon. John 8. Phelps for Governor. Mr. Phelps
though ihe improvementin his health is very was a representativeiu Congress for many
small steam yacht in

.

the war.... The President has
appointed Samuel Hooper, of Iowa, Consul at
Glasgow.
years, prior to

out Tweed

ho

^

crops in Nebraska are said to be the finest ever
seen in the State.
,

LvroBMATioxfrom Gen. Crook’s camp on
Goose creek, dated the 18th of July, states
that Gen. Crook expected Gen. Terry to join

him

by the 15th of August, and Gen. Merritt,

ennes have gone north.

St.

Joseph,

Mo. Jamos C.

Cross was wittf a

party of young:' girls boating on Contrary lake,

and one of them reaching to get a water-lily
Upped the boat over. The water was twelve
feet deep, and before assistancecould arrive
tha girlk,five in number, were drowned. Cross
had seized his daughter,and was endeavoring
to place lier on the bottom of the upturned
boat when he was taken With cramp*, and was
with great difficultysaved Jjl A freight tram ou
the Uuion Pacific railroadreoenUy ran into a
washout near Green river, Wyoming, and
killed the engineer, fireman, ana another
man who was riding on the engine.;"
Denver, CpL. had a double lynching the other
night- Two murderers, Joe Tallmadge and
Felipe Solaz, who recently Jburdered and
robbed a Mr. Newman, in Wet Mountain valley, were arrested, brought to Denver, locked
up in the jail, and confessed their crimeJ A
company of citizens forced the. jail and hung
thorn.... Thirteen Chinese wooden oppers, at
work m the, Diamond 'Rangb mountains, near
Eureka, Cal., were recentlyoverwhelmedand
drowned oy tho bursting of an immense waterspout. . .Joseph Wise, one of Reno’s oomr
mand, who had been just discharged arrived
at 8t Paul laat week, eu route to New York,

'

etc

'*

IT

—
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.....

Louis. Referred to the committee«f the whole ....
The Senate bill, extending the durationof the
Court of Commtssioueraof Alabama Claims until
It ia reported that Russia, thinking tho the 1st of Jamury next, was passed ____ The House
Turkish war likely to become savage and fanat then considered the South Carolinacontested-election case, the unanimous report of the committee
ical, intends shortly to urge upon the powers being that neither the sitting memlwr, Mackey, nor
the contestant.Butte, is entitled to a seat The rethe necessity of arranging an armistice.
A dispatch from Belgrade,dated July 21, port was agreed to without a division. The conference report on the Army Appropriation
bill was
saya: “The Turks are everywhere assuming agreed to, and the bill goes to the Presidentfor
the offensive. It is officiallyannouncedthat signature..,,The bill for tee protection of the
Texas frontierwas considered in committeeof the
tho Turks intrenched at Beljtno attackedGen. whole.
Olimpics,Thursday, with ten battalions, chiefly
Thursday, July20.— Senate.— Patterson subirregulars. They attempted to drive the Sermitted a resolution requestingthe Presidentto
vians across the Drina. After six hours’ fighting they were repulsed and pursued to Beljfne communicate to the Senate, if not incompatible
with heavy loss. The ground was covered with with the public intereat,any informationthat ho
Tnrkifh dead. A rah-Btorm stopped the pur- may have in regard to tea riot at Hamburg, 8, C.
A bill was pasted to continue for ten days the act to
suit, but the Servian artillerymade great havoc
provide temporarily for tec expenses of tee Governin the Turkish ranks.
ment.... Tho impeachment trial was resumed at
Terrible atrocities by the Turks are report- noon, and Blair, Oi counsel, opened the argument
for the defense, holding that the impeachment
ed from Bulgaria. Tho destruction of Chris
should be diunlssed on the ground that more than
tian villages and the barbarous massacre of one-third of the Senate' voted aRainst it. He was
followed by LyndeTor ihe prosecution, who commeu, women and children are of cominon ocmented on tee effect of the vote of less than twocurrence.These outrages, it is alleged, are thirds of tho Senate voting in favor of Jurisdiccommitted by “irregular" Turkish troops, aud tion, and argued that in the impeachment of Judge
the Sultan’s Government is arrestingthe per- Barnard, of New York, various Senators who voted
.

.

.

.

abundance in

worm has appeared in

In Ute British

House of Lords, the other

day,

Earl Granville called atteptionto tho extradiUon question. He said tho act of 1870 could
effect

on the treaty of 1842. The

all the cotton fields

U

Middle

Van

WHEELER.

Members

vour communication advising me that I had Taylor and Grant.
been unanimously nominated by the National
Two held office after retiring from the
Convention of the Republican party, held at Presidentialchair : J. Q. Adams waa a
Cincinnati on the 14th ult., for the office of
Member of Congress, aud Johnson was
Vice President of the United States, and Requesting my acceptance of the same, and ask- a United States Senator ; both died holding my attentionto the summary of the Re- ing these positions,
publicandoctrinescontained in the platform
It is worthy of attentionthat none of
adopted by the convention.
our noted orators have succeeded in
A nomination made with such unanimity
being elected to the office.
implies a confidenceon the part of the convention which inspires my profound gratitude.
It is accepted with a sense of the responsiGreat Crops in .Texas.
bility which may follow. If elected, I shall
endeavor to perform the duties of the office
This is the year of jubilee with the
in tho fear of the Supremo Ruler, and in tho Texas farmers. Nothing like the great
interest of the whole country.
crops on hand throughout the State have
To Ute summary of doctrinesenunciated by
have been in
tho convention,1 give my cordial assent. The ever been known.
Republican party has intrenchedin tho organic Texas for thirty years, and it is the only
law of our land the doctrinethat liberty is tho universally line crop year we have ever
supreme, unchangeable law for every foot of heard of. Judging from the accounts
American soil. It is the mission of that party
in our Toxas exchanges, tlio crops are
ro give full effect to this principle, by “securing to every American citizen complete liberty good everywhere.Splendid wheat crops,
ami exact equali.y in tho exercise of all civy, corn so plentiful that farmers do not
political,and public rights." This will bo ac- know what to do with it, and cotton
complished only when the American citizen, promising
large yield. — Marshall
without regard to color, shall ivear this panoply
{Tex.) Herald.
of citizenship as fully aud securelyin the canebrakes of Louisiana as ou the banks of the St.
The farmers of Elkhart comity, Ind.,
Lawrence.
Upon the questionof our Southern relations, petitionedtheir clergy to pray for a cesmy views were recently expressed as a member sation of the rains until they secured
of a committee of the United States House of
their crops.
Representativesupon Southern affairs.Those
views remain unchanged,and were thus expressed: ‘ 'We, of the North, delude ourselves in
THE MARKETS.
expectingthat tho masses of the South, so far
behind in many of the attributes of enlightened
- NEW YORK.
improvementand civilization,are, iu the brief Beeves ........
.............8 25 010 25
period of ten or fifteenyears, to be transformed Hoob ..............................
6 75 O 7 00
into our model Northerncommunities.That Cotton ............................Uj;
can only come through a long course of patient Flour— Suporllno Western ........ 3 00 (§3 75
Wheat— No. 2 Goioago ............95 (4 97
waiting, to which no one can now set certain
Corn— Western Mixed ..............
51 (4 56,^
bounds. There will bo a good deal of unavoid- Oats— No. 2 Chicago..., ...........32
36
able fr'etion which will call for forbearance, Rye— Western. ....................
50 (a 67
aud which will have to be relievedby tho tem- Fork— New Mess ...................
19 80 (420 00
perate and fostering care of the Government. Lard— Steam ....................... 11 J* <4 lltf
CHICAGO.
One of the most potent, if not indispensable,
agencies in this direction will be the devising of Beeves— Choice Graded Steers.... 5 10 (4 6 25
Choice Natives ...........4 75 <4 5 05
some system to aid in the ednoation of the
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25 (4 3 75
masses. The fact that there are whole counties
Good Second-class Steers..4 50 (4 4 60
in Louisiana in which there is not a solitary
Medium to Fair ...........4 20 (4 4 50
school-houseis full of suggestion. We compel Hoos— Live ....... . ................6 90 <4 6 60
these people to remain in the Union, and now Flour— Fancy Wldte Winter. ..... 6 75 <4 7 50
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 25 (4 5 62#
duty and interest demand that we leave no
just means untried to make them good, loyal Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 88 (A 89
No. 3 Spring .............. <4 79
citizens.How to diminish the friction, how
Corn— No. . ........................
to stimulate tho elevation of this portion Oats— No. 2 .....
28 (4 20
of our country, are problems addressingthom- Ryk-No. . ........................ 55
68
eelves to our best and wisest statesmanship. Barley-No.. ..................... ^
«
28
The fonndat ion for these efforts must bo laid Butter— Creamery ................
}*
iu satisfying the Southern people thst they are Eoos— Fresh..-. .......... ........
ff
to have equal and exact justico accorded to Pork— Mess .......................

We

a

@

f «
g
®

course

only advantage derived from Earl Derby’s
keep
Rio Grande
was the questionableenj ayment of tho society
l n
regiments
of “cavalry
field serof certain American citizensuntil they were
r,’0im'
additto# , tt>
Bitch infantry
arrested for cheating, robbing, or murdering vice,
force
os
may
bo
necessary for garrison duty....
some one here. Ho advised remedial legislaRandall made a conference report on the Sundry
tion. Earl Derby in, reply said negotiations Civil Appropriation bill, which waa adopted. . Bills
were, now going on with hopes of speedy suc- were passed appropriating $7,000 for the Joint select
cess. Meanwhile the Government is concert- committeeon Chinese Immigration,extendingto
ing means to tide oyer the interval. . .The Bel- the 31st of July the act making temporaryprovision
fp'*® correspondent of the JVfics asserts that for the expenses of the Government, and to punish
the Serviansare not losing ground. Their de- tee counterfeitingof trade-maits,

two

on tho
for
•

In

.

.

,

.

lay, is no sign of weakness. The Serviahs are
gaining recruits faster than the Turks.

‘J
*
18
^

Friday, Jaly2L— fifenate.—Tiio impeachment
was resumed, but{ on the statement that Mr.
Carpenterand Manager Laph'am were sick, the
Sepate, as a court, adjourned till Monday, and
continuedits discussion of tho River and Harbor
trial

!

great

and Van

against Jurisdictionvoted in favor of his conviction.
The question of Jurisdictionin this case had been
Lard. .............................
decided according to law. and was bidding upon all them. Give them, to the fullest extent, ever)’
ST. LOUIS.
Senators.He quoted ffom numerous legal au- blessing which the Government confers upon Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ......... 1 24 (4 1 25
thorities in support of his views.
4J
the most favored ; give them no just cause for Corn- Western Mixed .............41
JToW.— The bill for the protection of the Texas complaint; and then hold them, by every Oats— No. . ...............
8J
frontier
passed, authorizingthe President to necessarymeans, to an exact aud rigid observ'ITT*
ance of all their duties and obligations under ?0RE-MeM ........... " .......... 20 J5 <|2° J?

-

cotton

ams,

..

petrators.

Tuesday, July 18.— .Senate.— The Senate
He says that; the only disfiguration on thg body
HotW.— A number of private bills were reported
was a red cross on tho forehead,indicating that gave up a good portion of tee day to a spiriteddizand
acted upon, after which the House went into
he was a great brave. The romaiuing officers cnszfou of political questions,Merrimon and Morbe says, were horribly mutilated.
’
committeeot the whole on tho private calendar.
No busteeM of importance was tfafiflartod. '
THE SOUTH.
The

The

I

. *

K FORTY-FOURTH congress,
the story that Custer's heart ws/cutont

men

the

secretly disseminatedannouncing the annihilation of the Servian army.

have no

by

WILLIAM

.

A sad calamityoccurreda few days ago near

Logan

of

.

as observed before, will probably reach him
about the 5th of August..., Renpita from the
agenciesare that 100 Indians have left Spotted
Tad, and ftom Red Cloud, that 2,000 Sionx and

of our

was read

“You

FOREIGN.
and dlsooinragingfigures turn
//ow#e.—Jones, from the Committee on RailIt is estimated that 20,000 Bulgarian aud roads, reported a bill incorporating
the United
up from the countiesconcerning the crops and
Bosnian volunteers
taken up.
arms
against, States Central Railroad Company, for the constmc----- ----- have
—..v vunvw
up ax
ut-) agaiunt
farm products of all kinds. From present ap- ------r auci1frt;i8b| railway from Chicanearaoces Illinoiswill raise barely enough to Turkey. ..A Vienna dispatch says an outbreak tlou„of
go, through Indianapolis,Lexington, Ky., Ashville,
support her own million, with nothing to spare of tho party oppoeed to tho trar is expectemn N. C., —
‘D
—
•---•
.
ami SpartauRtmrg, °
8. C.. to Charleston,
Port
to make a frngal profit on.”.... The growing Central Servia. False telegrams are being Royal, and Savannah,with another branch to HI.

.

we

The

ou

!

.

furnish the Senate with tho aggregatenumber of

.

.

-

tee executivedepartments of tho Government to

civil employes in their employ,exclusive of mechanics and laborers,for tee years 1859, 1861. 1833
1865. 1867, 1869, .1871, 1873 and lff73. Agreed to....’
Logan moved to take up the House bill to equalize
tee bounties of soldierswho served in tec Into war
arc indebted, in this
for tee Uuion. Agreed to— yeas, 22; nays, 20. party that
existence, for
morning
hour
expiring
before
the centennialyear
driving
that
was now bill
through,
asked a preserved, unbroken union ; for tho fact
the Democratic candidate for tho Presidency.
that the reading be completed,but Edmunds obthat there is no master or slave throughout
As to hU (Cox’s)taking his carpet-bag from Ohio,
jected.... The impeachment trial was resumed. our broad dominions, and that emancipated
ho had always maintainedh’.s right of locomotion,
and ho had the right to go back to New York in An application of tee managers for a postpone- millionslook upon tne ensign of the repubment till Wednesday, owing to the sickness of Lapsight of his grandfather's olil Congressional
Disham, waa denied. Leave, however, was grantedto lic as the symbol of tho fulfilled declaration
trict. He did not care whore a man was born,' so
that “all men are created free and equal,”
long as he was good and Just. Lamar got the floor Lapham to print his argument. Manager Jetiks
aud spoke of tee Hamburg affair as disgraceful teen spoke on tee question of fact. He and tho guaranty of their owu equalityunder
Black, for tho defense, tho law with the most highly-favoredciUzeu
and terrible, but he denied that its circumstances was followed
dwelt on the question of Jurisdiction of the land. Tho intelligence and conscience
were a legitimate topic in the House debate.
There were one or two facts that gleamed out in- as being still open, aud characterized tho receipt of all who desire good government,gooddisputably.One of these was that a body of white of money by Belknap at differenttimes os tho ac- will, good money, aud universal prosperity,
of presents, which was no crime. Ho inmen had put to death without authority of ceptance
geniouslyalludedto the appointment of Henry the Republicanparty, not unmindful of the
law a number of colored citizens while prisoners,
Clay as Secretary of State, by John Quincy Adams, imperfection and shortcomings of human ornot prisoners in the legal sense, inasmuch as these
as a return for what Clay had done in electinghim
ganization,yet with the honest purposes of
white men had no right to deprive them of their
President;to the pecuniary donation made to its masses promptly to retrieve all errors and
personal llbertf . He wished to say in this place that
Daniel Webster,and to the many valuable gifts to summarilypunish all offenders againstthe
no excuse or palliationcould possibly be found for
made to Gen. Grant before his election,followed laws of the country, confidentlysubmits its
that outrage and barbarism. [Applause on tee Rebecame President, of
publican side of the House.) The South had its lawdaces. These were not claims for the continued support of the Amerless class, as the North had. He declared that there
------ ---- ,_io presents made by can people. Respectfully,
was not a community in the South which had not
Marsh to members of Gen. Belknap’sfamily be
William A. Wheeler.
been struck with horror at such occurrences as the
Hamburg affair. He deemed it a wonder that so- called bribes.
Houm.— Kelley moved to suspend the rules and
ciety under the Governments which allowed such
The Presidency.
lawlessnessto stalk abroad in the land did not go pass tee bill for the coinage of a standard silver
to pieces. He declaredthat tee use of the army
An
interesting
article on “ Presidential
had never produced a good effect in such cases. dollar, and to make it a legal tender for all debts.
Aspirants,”
in
the
University Herald,
Rejected—
119
to
68
;
not
two-teirds
voting
in
the
The troops always got there after the occurrence.
In conclusion, he declared tee occurrence at Ham- affirmative....
Hurlbut offered a resolutiondirect- is concluded as follows: But, whatever
burg was a mobific element,not sporadic, but uning tne President to take measures to prevent am- the newspapers and political necessities
natural,ana one that would disappearunder good
government. At the close of the debate Hancoca munition being conveyed to the NorthwesternIn- of to-day may demand, the people in the
moved a substitute for Smalls’ amendment, to the dians. Referred. . A resolutionwas adopted calling past have trusted well-known public
ou the Secretary of the Treasury for a report as to the
effect test no troops shall be taken from any State
to their highest office.
or sen-ice where public Interest requirestheir amount of gold in tee treasury. ... A hill was passed and elected
continuance. Smalls accepted the substitute, extendingto the 1st of February' next the time Most of our Presidents were well
within
which
the
lauds
held
by
the
United
States
ami it was agreed to— 86 to 83. The discussion
under the several acts levyingdirect taxes may be to the people when elected, as the followof the South Carolina matter was subsequently reOf tho eighteen
opened by Hoge aud continuedby Cox, each speak- redeemed ____ Cox asked leave to offer a resolution ing table will
ing of the other as tho carpet-bagger from Ohio, but authorizing the several committeesof the House to occupants of the Presidentialchair—
report,
at
any
time
during
the
remainder
of
the
Hoge saying he had carpet-bagged with a knapsack,
session, in regard to all matters under conThree had been Vice Presidents : Adto which Cox reiterated,with an intimation teat
such committees.
moHoge needed a knapsack to carry all that he had sideration
Jefferson,
Buren (not
picked up. Foster called upon Representatives tion to suspend the rules and adopt the
resolutionwas defeated by a party vote— yeas, 121 ; counting Tyler, Fillmore and Johnson).
from Georgia to (stop these infernal outrages, and
nays, 77— not the necessarytwo-thirds iu tee
Five, Secretaries of State: Jefferson,
to be active in hunting out tho inhuman fiends
that crossed the bridge from Augusta to Ham- atfirmatlve....Caldwellmoved to suspend tee rules Madison, Monroe,
Adams, Van
burg. Do this, and then sing to us a pane- aud adopt the resolution,aimed at Secretary Chandler, declaring that the performanceby the head of
Buren and Buchanan.
gyric in vindication of outraged law, instead of
talking about your noble blood, aye, a nobility an executive departmentof the Government of the
Five, Foreign Ministers : Adams, Jefthat murders in cold blood a captured negro. If duties of the Chairmanof a partisan committee,
ferson,
Monroe, J. Q. Adams, Harrison
having
in charge the arrangementand prosecution
you have not the ability to stop these outrages you
are not fit to be representativesof tne people of of a politicalcampaign, is inconsistent with tho and Buchanan.
Georgia. Do it, am\ we will say •* Well done,” and relationsexisting betweenhim and the whole peoEight, United States Senators :
we will fall on your necks and rejoice. [Mocking ple. whose salaried servant he is ; Is incompatible
with
the
faithful,
Impartial
and
efficient discharge
roe,
J. Q. Adams, Jackson,
Buren,
laughter on the Democratic side and shouts
of his exalted poof ‘•No!’’ “No!”J Cook—
have fallen of the duties and responsibilities
Harrison, Tyler, Pierce, Buchanan and
our property and everything else, and sition ; is at war with every rational idea of civil- Johnson.
we don't want you to fall on our necks." Cox service reform, and challenges public criticismaud
Ten, Members of Congress : Madison,
ridiculed Foster's expression about fallingon the condemnation. The motion to (suspend the rules
necks of Southern men, and asked him why he aud adopt tho resolution was defeated....A motion Jackson, Harrison, Tyler, Polk, Fillhad not fallen on the necks
Pratt, to suspendthe rules and order the printing of tho
Yaryan, Dyer, Jewell,and others, and sug- report of the Naval Committee on the alleged more, Pierce, Buchanan, Lincoln aud
gested that ho would rather fall on the necks of abases and frauds In the naval service was de- Johnson.
McKee, McDonald, Joyce, Dabcock, Delano, and feated.
Seven, Governors of States or TerriAvery, and would even rather embrace a barrel of
tories: Monroe, Jackson,
Buren,
crooked whisky. [Loud laughter and much conA.
fusion.) The Republicanside of the House had
Harrison, Tyler, Polk aud Johnson.
defendedGrant and his administration against all
Two,
of the Committee for
those men, and when the gentleman fiom New His Letter Accepting
Republican
York (Townsend) talked so glibly of Tweed and
Drafting the Constitution : Washington
Nomination for the Vice Presidency,
others with, whom he (Cox) had no association, he
and Monroe.
Malone, N. Y., July 15, 1876.
wanted to know how it was with Babcock, with
One, Speaker of the House of RepreAvery, with Williams, and tho rest of these men. The Hon. Edward McPherson aud others of the
Committee of the Republican NationalCcnven- sentatives: Polk.
Townsend— “ When did you dissolve association
tion :
with them?” Cox— “
never had any conTwo had never held any civil office :
nection with, teem to dissolve. It was the
Gentlemen : I received,on the 6th inst,,

Republican Legislature, of which you were
the great trumpeter, which helped Tweed to
Ids frauds in New York. Everybody knows that
I never in my life gave voice or vote to help him.’
,
Townsend— “Yon never cast a vote against
Tammany since God made you ! [Loud shouts to
order.) Yon are the most perfect tool of Tammany who has ever been in New York. [Laughter,
uproar, and great confusion.] You had to leave
that chair, thank God, at the call of Kelly and go to
8t. Louis. Thank God you are out of it and can't
get back!” Mr. Cox— “You sit down— l have the
.
floor. When you say that I left that dhsir at the
beck of any one, it is untrue. 1 was elected os a
Gen. Merritt has successfully intercepted the Indian chieftains will naturally have the choice delegate from my district, and, my alternatenot
being there, I had to go ; but it was at no man's
800 Cheyenne Indians who had left the agenof position ; that to fight them it will bo neces- call.” [Bhouta of “Time!" “Time!” “Order!”
cy, and driven thorn back to that place.
sary to take them when they offer aud wherever “Order !” and great confusion.)
The rumored death , of Sitting Bull, Crazy caught ; that Hhey will not fight if they can
“Wednesday, June 19.— .Senate.— ConsideraHorse, and Black Moon' m the fight with Cus- help it unless they have the advantageof
tion of tho articles of impeachment was resumed,
ter’s command, is confirmed in a special to the ground and numbers, aud as a consequence we
and 'John 8. Evans, the Fort Bill post-trader,was
St. Paul Pionter-Prett from Bismarck. It is must suffer losses. He says that Crook and
examined. Ho testifiedthat Belknap was ignoinsisted that those three great chiefs of the Terry have no superiors as Indian fighters, and
rant of the understandingbetween him and the
hostile Sioux wore slain at the battle' of the if they got anything like a fair chance they
deceased and the present Mrs. Belknap, but adwill make it warm for the warriorsof tho Big
liittlo Horn, &ndtbflt About 400 of their followmitted that Belknap brought him aud March toera were sent to meet them in the happy hunt- Horn. Ho estimates the fighting force of the gether when the arrangementswere made, and the
ing-grounds.,..
Four miners, on their wav Sioux now in arms at 2,500. It is the settled whole of the evidenceof both Evans and Crosby,
from the Black Hills to Chevenne, were recent- purpose to make the pppishmeutof the Sioux the chief clerk of tho department (who also
one never to bo forgottenby that powerful por- testified),was damagingto Belknap ____ Conferly killed and scalped1 by Indians.
ence reports on the Army and Sundry Civil ApproThe Chicago Times, of Saturday, says: tion of our aboriginal population.
priationbills were agreed to.

.

snb-

.miitod afesoltiUcaikefiaciting the head of each of

Mon-

named Mrs. Henry Wilner, while laboringun- Washington, on reception of which the President
der a temporary fit of insanity, threw her two will issue his proclamation declaring Colorado
hildren into the river and then jumped in her- admitted into the Uuion. The majority for the
self. All three were drowned before assist- constitutionis 11,704 out of a total vote of
ance conld reach them....
fine com 19,492. The first election for State officerswill
crop, is predicted in!* Minnesota....Four take place the first Tuesday in October,and the
miners from Deadwood arrived at Sioux RepublicanState Convention will meet at
City, the other day, with a large quantity of Pueblo, Aug. 23.
GENERAL.
gold, one of them having sixty ounces. They
state that claims in that locality are paying
Commodore Garner, who, with his wife and
from 8100 to 8400 per day per man, Provisions
several other persons, was recently drowned
are now to be had at reasonable figures. On
the way out they mot 800 teams loaded i£th near New York by the capsizing of a yacht,
supplies between Fort Pierre and the hills.
possessed an estate valued at about $12,000,Hoy. Gkohcii:E. Puoh died at Cincinnati oOO, consisting mainly of manufactories.
laat week'of paralysis. He waa 54 years old ...
Speaking of the Indian war, Gen. Sherman
A Cheyenne dispatch 0* the 20th states that says it will be stubborn and bloody ; that the

“ Doleful facts

session.

Van

.

A

in

J. Q.

eveningfl ago,

.

The House was not

Monday, .July 2^-rSenate.— Cragin

by

Hudson river, near New York city, a few
Gregory Fox, Thomas Edgley,
Appointments by the President : C. C.
Jr., George Bloomfield,Jonas Faulkner and Sheats, Appraiserof Merchandise, Mobile, Ala.;
Harry Maniche Were drowned. Four oth- Col Benjamin Alvord, Paymaster General,
ers the party were saved by swimming
ashore. Edgley waa drowned in attempt- with the rank of Brigadier General; George
Andrews to bo United States District Attorney
ing to sive For. who o6tdd not swim.
A fire
for the Eastern District of Tennessee ; Wm. A.
at Shelburne Falls Village,Mass., laat week,
Hathome, of Massachusetts,to be Consul at
destroyed the Woodward Hotel, Methodist
Church, thirteen stores, and two dwelling Zanzibar ; Herman Van Arnam, of New York,
to be Consul at Guayua.
booses. Loss $80,000 ; insurance,840,000.
The official canvass of Colorado’svote on the
f(!, THE WEST.
State
constitution has just been made, and a
A bin'gulabdomestic tragedy waa enacted in
Chicago a few days ago. A married woman certified copy of the returns forwardedto
the

7/ou«i*.—

show.

.

a

.

known

.

By the swampingof

.

form of sectarian Influence qr control.
Tljore should be tho stdotest economy in
tho expendituresY)f the. G^rnment consistent with its effectiveadministration,and all
unnecessaryoflicesshould be abolished.
Officesshould bo conferredonly upon the
basis of high characterand particularfitness,
and should bo administered only as public
mists, and not for privateadvantage.
The fpregoippaie chief among ,11x0 cardinal
principles *<« the Republicanparty, aud to
carry them into full practicaleffect is the
work it now haa on hand. To tho completion
of its great mission we address ourselvesin
hope and confidence,cheered and stimulated
by the recollection of its past achievements,
remembering that, under God, it is to that

them

.

slight.

vide* that tee work shall be Under th« dlrectiouof
President of too United States,teS Supervimng
Architect, of the Treasury and-aho AMbitetApf thr
Capitol
. .Logan calleaupthe Mouse bill to regulate the issue of artificial limbs to disabled soldiers,
seamen and others, which was amended aud
passed ... The Senate then resumed consideration
of the River and, Harbor bill.
the

(Signed)

tee of Congress tends to the absorptionif not
the complete destruotion of executive power,
and to the establishment of a purely-) emulative government. In any view I
able to
take, it seems to me that duty requires me to

I

.

fierce political debate raged in Pie

who

declines the latter’sinvitationto testify

bay, a few days ago, William T. Gar-

New York

A

House all flay, the occasion being the amendment
Of Smalts to tho WW ‘for tho protection of tho
Texas frontier, in connection with the Hamburg
trouoles, that no troops shall 4)e withdrawn from
South Carolina. Smalls advocated his amendment, and was replied to by Cox, who said that
tee amendmenthad been offered for bad
political purposes. Townsend followed pox,
and/ /mAdp a] I bfitej' attack i . uflbn
the Democratic"parry. Ho spoke of WiDkmx M.
Tweed as the ruler of New York city for more than
twelve years, and said that during that time, when
Tammany Uall was in its power aud glory, under
Tweed, ihe gentleman from Ohio (Cox) brought his
little carpet-baginto the city of New York, set It
down in Tammany Hall, and looked up smiling for
the approbation of William M. Tweed. Cox, in reply, reminded Townsend that it was because
Gov. Tildeu’s eminent services in

of

power, but this is net tnje. Ho does not believe this necessary, and is opposed to it, and
does not ask it.”

a

Uuion fourth, and Wesleyanand Princeton

Howse.—

Saturday, July 22.— Senate.—Sherman

flailed

up the bilTsppropriatiDg'$100,000for the completion of the Washington Monument. After discussion and tee adoptiontf the amendmentsaf

the constitution anJ its amendments,to securfe
to all within' their borders manhood and citizenship,with every right thereto belonging."
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75
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The Just obligation to public creditors,created Wheat — No. 1 .....
No. 2 .....
92 (4
when the Government was in tho throes of
** @
threateneddissolution, and as an indispensable Corn — N°«2 .......
Oats— No. 2 .......................
27 (4
condition of its salvation, guaranteed by th# rye...... ......................... (4
lives and blood of thoosands of its brave de- Bablet— No. 2 ...................fiO (4
CINCINNATI.
fenders, are to be kept with religiousfaith, as
are all tho pledges subsidiary thereto, and con- Wheat .................... ..... 1 00 (4 1
................
••••» 46 (4
firmatory thereof. In my judgmenttho' pledge Corn .....
Oats ......................
26 <4
of Congressof Jan. 14. 1875, for tho redempRYE ................................ 67 (4
tion of the notes of the United States in coin, Pork-Mobs .......................
19 60 @19
is the plightedfaith pf the nation, and national
Lard .............................
U (4
TOLEDO.
honor, simple honesty, and justice to the people whose permanent welfare Mid prosperity Wheat— Extra ........ ............ 1 07 @ 1
Amber ........ ......... 1 00 @ l
are dependent upon true inpney as the nasia bll
Cobh .............................. 48
their pecuifiarytransaction)!, all demand the
Oats— No. 2 ................
32
scrupulous observance of this plbdge, and it to
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
the duty of Congress to supplementwith Hoas— Yorkers ....................6 80 (4 6
such legislationas ahaU be necessary for its
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In our system of government intelligence
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must give safety and value to the ballot Hence Sheep.
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CENTENNIAL CORRESPONDENCE. be made

for this additional drainage.
There
were
a thonsand more deaths in
ease of the kidneys.A portion of his family
Rowell^ Newspaper Pavilion-PrintingBoston in 1875 than in 1874, and the Capsizing of a Pleasure Yacht In New
No horse races at the Macomb County Fair was with him. Mr. Bins am was a brother of
Presses- Trial of Reapers and Hinders
York Harbor— An Incapable Sailingphysicianssay that the increase is owing
this year.
the late Gov. Ransom, of Michigan, and has
—The Esterly Reaper— Eiterly & Son’s
Master Causes the Drowning ot Sevan
to the air being impregnated with
Dennis Kinsley, of Ovid, died recentlyin been a highly respected and prominent citizen
(
Society
.
sewer gas.
hia 81st year. He settled in Michigan in 1837. of Kalamazoofor upward of forty years. ..His
NEWSPAPER pavilion.
Mr. Wm. T. Garner, a rich mttonOne of the marked features of the exhibition
The census taker reports 1,038 scholars in age was about 70.
Mercantlle Failures.
printer of New York, with <1 select
is Rowell’s Newspaper Pavilion, a neat wooden
the Ionia school districtbetween the ages of 5
Messrs. Dun, Barlow & Co. have is- nnmber of invited guests, went ut for
The Michigan Central railroad shops at Jack- structure, 67x46 feet, and S3 feet high, with
and 20.
eon Junctionare running under full blast. A galleries surrounding the inside, fornislied with sued their tabular statement of the mer- a sail in his own yacht, the Me hawk, in
Huoh Bcroess, of Detroit, felt into a dia- number of new road and switch locomotives writing-desksand writing materials free, to ac- cantile failures for the second quarter of New York harbor, one afternoon recommodatethe members of the press. On the the current calendar year. The exhibit cently ; but when less than half a mile
tilleiyvat, and was so bally scalded that he aro being built— among them four large locosides of the first floor ranged in alcoves, in perfrom the starting point, ’ the New York
cannot possibly recover.
motives, weighingforty tons each, five tons fect order, aro complete files of all the news- is far from cheering, though it is less
papers published in the country— 8,129— and gloomy than it was for the first quarter Yacht Club house, on Staten Island, the
The Jackson Patriot says William West, for- heavier than any engine heretofore used on auv visitor, from any part of the United States,
of the year. The whole number of fail- vessel was struck by a strong gust of
merly of Saginaw, has become heir to $<15,000 the road— to run Atlantic and Pacific express. can find any newspaper he asks for, of the ures during the' quarter just past is wind and capsized. All sails were set,
Owing to the numerous stops on the west end latest date of publication. The number of the
left him by relatives.
1,794, against 2,806 during the preceding and the wind striking thfl top- sails forced
of the road the locomotivesat present hauling press representatives who resort hero daily is
the yacht on her beam end, and the
Gen. Custer was possessed of considerable
large and constantly increasing. Mr. Moses, quarter, and the total liabilitioswore
theae trains are unable to make their time.
cabin filled with water in ten minutes.
land in the Grand Traverse region, a portion of
the sup< rintendent,extends a cordial welcome $43,771,273, against $64,044,156—a deAt Kalamazoo,one day last week, a man to all visitors,and makes them all feel at home. crease of 1,012, or about 36 per cent in There ware on board W. T. Garneiy
which ho sold some years ago.
named John Fisher, aged 55 years, was ar- Placardsare conspicuouslyposted, "Free to the the total number, and of $20,872,883, or owner, his wife, Frost Thome, brother
The Free Press says : “ Michigan will soon
Press." “Ask for any newspapervou want to
about 32.3 per cent, in the total liabili- of Mrs. Gamer, two young ladies,
rested by Shoriff Gobbs for assault on his wife
see.” This is the first time and place in onr
be on the shady side. Twelve hundred thouwith intent to kill. He had attacked her history when a collection of all the newspapers ties. This is a very decided improve- Misses Hunter and May, and three gensand trees have been planted this year."
tlemen frionas, with a crow of fifteen or
with an ax, swearing that he would kill her. published in this country could be seen at any ment upon the first quarter of the year.
The American Swedenborg PublishingSociety
dav of the week or month. The press owes But a further comparison allows a greater twenty men. Mr. Garner and guests
He did not cut her with the ax. however, but
Mr. Rowell unstintedthanks for this magnifi- number of failures during the last quar- were all in the cabin when the vessel
has given the works of Swedenborg in ninebo did make such savage use of his fists that cent exhibition.
teen octavo volumes to the Agricultural
College
ter than the average for any equal period was struck, and Miss May was pushed
PRINTING PRESSES.
she was bruised and cut very badly about the
ujp the companion-way and supported
library.
There is a very great number and variety of since reliable records of failures have
bead, face and limbs. The injury of one of
printing presses in Machinery hall, the prin- been made, except in 1875. The liabili- until she was rescued. Mr. Garner lost
There Is great activityamong the iron her hands was so great that amputation may
cipal ones being the Bullock, the Walter (Eng- ties, however, were exceeded in 1857, his life in a heroic effort to save Mrs.
miners at Marquette, and every ton of ore that prove necessary.
lish), Hoe’s, and the Potter. Some of the
Garner and Miss Hunter, who were
1861, 1878, and 1875.
can be mined this season will find a ready
large newspaper press run a daily edition here.
Mrs. Evault, of East Saginaw, baa an amiaFor
the
six
months
ended
June
30, crushad in between the furniture of the
The New York Times ships its plates here by
market.
ble husband. In a fit of jealousy, probably, express, after its edition is worked off in New the whole number of failureswas 4,600 cabin, and a Mr. Crosby, after renderThe Lansing Journal says : “ The liquor tax, one night last week, she was terribly mangled York, and, at stated hours through the day, against 3,870. during half of 1875, and ing courageous assistanceto Mr. Garas assessed in Ingham county, amounts to with a knife in bis hands. Her left arm was works off a large number of copies and dis- against 3,870 during half of 1875, and ner, was ingulfed in the cabin, but
tributes gratuitously to the crowd. It uses the
$4,205, there being thirty-sevenliquor dealers nearly severed just below the shoulder,and on
the liabilities were $108,415,429,against floated out through the skylight after
Walter press, which, at ordinary speed, prints
$100,530,176 for the half of 1875. Prob- tearing himself from the crushed and
and brewers."
the same arm were three other frightful 14,000 copies an hour.
drowning Mrs. Garner, whom Uo efforts
The New York Uerald does the same thing ably both the number and amount of
The Marshal Statesman says : “ Robert Bker- gashes, while her }>ack, neck, and side were
on the Bullock press, which prints 20,000, and failures for the past six months have could save.
covered wilb cuts made with the same keen inritt, who is almost a centennarian,being in his
at a forced speed baa printed 28,800 an hour. been exceeded several times before durA large number of boats wont to the
70th year, worked in the harvest field all of last strument."When Atogurit, the husband,Ras It sells its morning iasne to protectits largo
ing periods of equal length, as in 1857, rescue. The crew of the Mohawk
arrested he stated that be was drunk at the local trade hero, but gives them away in the
week without bushing.’ ”
1861, and 1878, when panics caused the seemed paralyzed,and all efforts to get
afternoon.
Gocoac Lake Island is becoming famous as time, and remeihbered but little of the transac- The PhiladelphiaTimes has quite recently fall of many houses during short periods at drowning persons before life was exa dueling ground. Two young Battle Creekors tion.
adopted the same plan. So that we now have of time. For the past two years the tinct proved unavailing.
Great excitement was occasioned at
A fatal mining accident is reported from three daily papers,with the complete news of failures have been much more evenly
had a battle there the other day. Neither ass
the day, issued inM aohinery hall.
Staten
Island by the seemingly avoidthe Republio mine at Marquette. A man named
was killed, unfortunately.
distributed,During the past six months
a trial of reapers and binders
able accident, and sailorswere especially
Albert
Laduke,
while
attempting
to pass under was held the past week at Schenck’s station,
the
average
liabilities
for
each
firm
failG. E. Johnson, of Flint, has been arrested
some twenty miles north of here, on the line of ing have been about $23,600, against an loud in their denunciation of the manin order that the authorities may find out if he the cage as it wa? descending at the bottom of
the road to New York, and a large number of average of about $26,000 in 1875, $26,- ner in which Sailing-MasterRowland
No.
5
shaft,
wan
caught
and
crushed
to
death.
knows anything about the cause of the death
maebinee on exhibition here participatedin the
600 in 1874, and $44,000 in 1873. In handled the yacht. The crew had full
of his wife. She died from poison, last week. A similar accident occurred at the same place trial. Director General Goehorn, by a published
the
Dominion of Canada the number of warning of the storm, yet waited with
only a few days before. A Swede named Lars hand-bill, had announced that the competitive
Col. W. 8. Gridley, of Jackson, is preparing
failures during the second quarter of the top-sails set, and as the anchor had been
trial,
ordered
some
time
ago,
would
not
be
held,
Boetrora, while attempting to pass under the
a history for the Centennialof all the persons
for reason not given, but that a voluntarytrial year was 381, against 477 during the first only tripped, and was not hauled up, the
cage, was can ;ht and knocked down, but forby exhibitors might be made. And Superinten- quarter, and the liabilities were $5,276,- yacht, with all sails set, was at the mercy
bom in the United States during or before the
tunatelyin such a manner that he was not dent Landreth gave notice that such trial would
year 1776, who Uved to reach the age of 100
206, against $7,418,030— ft decreaseof a of the squall, and npset as easily as if it
killed. In both instances no blame can be at- be held on Thursday, Friday and Saturday of
lad been a paper boat. The Mohawk
little more than 20 per oent in nnmber,
years.
tached to any one, as neitherof these men had last week, I was there to see on my own rewas
a large, staunch schooner-yacht,and
and
not
quite
29
per
cent,
in
liabilities.
The business failuresin Michigan during any business to go where they did. In one In- sponsibility, and at my own expense, and followed the machmes for some five boors, under a The average liabilities for the whole at favorable position in the harbor,
the first six months of 1876 were 110, amount- stance the man's folly resulted in bis death,
blazing hot sun, and at another time shall give period of six months were about $14, 800, within a short distance from shore, i Seaing to $1,364,903. During the corresponding and in the other in serious injuries.
the result of my observations. At present I
or about $8,800 less than the average men think she could have met with suoh
wish to speak of reapers and reaper trials in
time in 1875 they were 252, amounting to $4,Says a recent letter from Kaskaskia:“James general. As to competitivetrials, my matured liabilitiesin this countrv. This differ- a calamity only through the greatest neg457,844.
Gurnsey, who has been charged with breaking conviction, after long observation, is that usually ence representsin part tne differencein ligence of the sailiiig-master or crew.
Join Lawrence, a farmer of West Bloom- into the store of Curtis A Inteware and the they are a great sham. Almost always a major- he scale upon which business is done in Other yachts with mainsails but not topity of the judges are composedof men incomfield,in Oakland county, was caught the other hotels here, shook the dust of Michigan from
he two countries, and in part the differ- sails rode out the moderate storm withpetent to determine the real merits of the comday, in a small boat on Green Lake by a sud- off his feet and took up his abode in the land
ence
in prices, which probably is not out an indication of danger.
peting machines. They are not experts, and
Wm. T. Gamer was 32 years of age
den storm and drowned, with a granddaughter, of Ohio. But Deputy Sheriff Beebe, armed are not half so well qualified to judge justly, ess than 20 per oent
at the time of his death. 'He was a ton
as
a
majority
of
farmers
who
use
these
maIn
both
the
nnmber
of
failures
and
the
aged U.
with the proper papers,brought the gentleman
chines. It is rare that even one expert can be amount of liabilities New York takes the of Thomas Garner, the Englishman
A. C. Johnson, of Tustin, Osceola county, back this morning. His ‘p&l’ turned State’s found upon any committee, or that the award
ead, as we should expect Massachu- who came to this country when
was buried in a well one night last week. He evidence,so that there is little hope of bis made at such trials command generalconfiyoung man and began the mansetts comes next, Pennsylvanianext,
was dead when taken out by a party who worked escape. Whisky and cards wore the causes dence. Apropos of this subject, a good styry
ufacture
of print cloths, of which
Illinois
fourth,
Ohio
fifth,
and
Michigan
is told, which, if not true, at least represents
all night. Ho leaves a wife and seven children which, for a paltry sum, lost a good mechanic
truly the popular belief. It is said that Mr. sixth. The following will show the num- at the time of his death, in 1865,
in destitute circumstances.
his honor, self-respect and hia liberty for some Landreth, the Superintendent of Agricultural ber of failles, and the amount of liabil- ho was the largest producer in the world.
hall, wrote to Mr. Reynolds, of Chicago, Secre•
G. H. Graver, of the Kalamazoo division of time to
ities in '.these six States .'for the six In early boyhood young Garner entered
tary of the great IndustrialExpositionComthe establishment of nis father, and
the Michigan Southern railroad, has finished a
The following is a statement of all acci- pany there, asking him what he thought would months ended June 30
grew up with a thorough and practical
A'o.
Liabilities.
sort of railway velocipedeupon a plan entirely
be the effect of holding competitive
Inals
— --------- of
dents reported to the Railroad Commissioner’s
New York ..... ..................
892 $18,959,041 knowledge of the business,which, later
Agricultural
machinery,
and
bestowing
awards.
new and calculated to convey one person on
408 14,852,378
officein Lansing, under act sixty-fourof 1875, Mr. Reynolds, it is said, replied that it would MaBaackucetto ..............
PcnUBylvania .........................309 7,689,449 ip life, ho controlled. , By hifl father’s
the track at the rate of ten miles an hour.
work
great
injury,
but
for
one
reason,
and
that
for the month of June. The list is compiled
Illinois ............................
9,870,900 death he inherited a fortune, which he
was. that nobody now was fool enough to care Ohio ...............................
253 4,430.804 himself stated to be valued at from
Nora Gleason, a girl 15 years old, was by a reporter of the Lansing Republican :
Michigan ..........................
252 4,457,844
anything for such awards.
drowned in the Chocolay river, feur miles from
June 2— Detroit and Lake Michigan, near
In addition to the incompetenceof the
The following table, showing the $15,000,000to $20,000,000, Mr. Gamer
Marquette. A party were out after berries, and Beldiug.Throe cars thrown from the track by judges,there is the liability to be influencedto
number of failures and the amount of was the head of tho large print manushe was crossingthe river on a log when she running over a cow, and Conductor Bacbmau render partial judgmentto favorites.Wealthy
factory at the comer of Worth and Hudliabilities in the United States from 1857
maebino-makers,having had long experiencein
fell in. Her body was recovered.
son streets, and also of the house known
had leg broken.
to
1876,
inclusive,
will
convey
a tolerably
this businees, with medals and stars emJune 7— Detroit and Milwaukee, near Detroit. blazoned all over their banners, as the trophies clear idea of the mercantile disasters as Garner A Johnson, on Fourth street,
Mrs. J. E. Fihke, of Saranac, during a reNew York. Besides his business in tho
cent visit to the residence of D. C. Chase, of L. B. Muir was struck by pony engine while of former contests, enter the field determined that have occurred since the culmination
to win new laurels, and aro not always over- of our speculative movement. The metropolis, he had five large cotton mills
Perry, N. Y., made ten consecutive shots with intoxicated and lived but a few hours.
scrupulous as to the means of obtaining tbo
in Cohoes, others in Rochester, Little
June 12— Toledo, Canada Southernand De- victory. Indeed, the renowned commanders totals for the current year aro estimated
a riiie at the distance of 400 yards, with a
Falls, Pleasant Valley, Newburg and
armies might take lessons at twice the totals for the half year just
strong wind, and hit the bull’seye every troit, near Vienna. Frank M. Fray, conduc- of well-disciplined
Reading, Pa. ; also print works at Waptor of a freight train, while switching cars was in strategictaotics,and in the art of mining closed
time.
So. Amount. penger Falls and Hagerstown, having in
and sapping,of these veteran knights of the
John C. Foster’s vinegar factory at Salz- terribly mashed and lived but a few days.
.....................
...4,932 $291,750,000 his employ from 7,000 to 8,000 persons
harvest field. And the judges, sometimes in
.............................
4,225 95,749,000
June 12— Chicago and Lake Huron, near the innocence of their sonls, and sometimes
burg, opposite Bay City, was totally destroyed
.............................
3,913 64,394,000 in cloth printing. He employed 42 maby fire the other day. Loss, includingstock of Roper's station. Engine and four cars were with sinister motives,scarcely concealed,walk
............................
3.fi70 79,807,000 chines, being double tho number used
.............................
6,993 207,210,000 by any other manufacturer or corporadamaged $150 worth by a tree which had fallen right into the trap set for them, and often
vinegar on hand, $3,000. Insurance, $2,500.
render a verdict that has no more relationto 1862 ............................
2,682
019, 300
Two small dwellings adjoiningwere also con- across the track.
the facts of the trial, than a propositionin 1863 .............................
6.864,700 tion m the country. His individual
.............................
2.008 88,774,000 ownership of mill property was fully
Juno 12— Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, Euclid has to the fables of Esop. These judges
siuned.
1869 ...........................
2,799 75,054,000
near Adrian. James Blaine, a lad 10>^ years are often appointed by the influence of promi.............................
8,651 88,242,000 equal to one-quarter of the entire Fall
Last Saturday afternoon, Chester Kelly, a
nent manufacturers, and there is often as
2,»15 8», 282,000 River manufacturingdistrict.There is
old, was smothered in a car of oats.
much partisanshipmanifested at these trials 1872.............................
fanner in Wacousta, Clinton county, was terri............
4,069 121,058,000 probably no single man connected with
June 13— Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, as in a politicalcancns. I speak of what I 1873 .......................
6,183 228,499,000
bly mangled by a reaping-machine.
He had
near Coldwater.Two freight trains collided. have seen and what I know.
1874’ ..........................5,830 165,239,000 the cotton manufacturinginterests in
stopped the machine to remove a stick in front,
7,740 201.060,858 the world whose loss will make itself
The field selected for the trial was a very 1875 ...........................
.............................
8.2(H) 210,830,858
when the horses started, cutting off one arm Damage $1,600.
largo one, and the grain on the south side stood
more generallyfelt.
Juno 14-Fort Wayne, Jackson and Saginaw, upright, but that on the north and west part
and nearly one leg. Kelly may recover.
near Jackson. A doaf mute killed while walk- was quite crimpled, with beads interlocked, and
Drowned Like Cats.
The saw-mill known as the Gardner Mill,
some of it was badly lodged. And the grain
ing on the track.
Billings Proverbs.
On
the
same evening detachments of
was too ripe, and the straw very brittle. Any
seven miles below East Saginaw, took fire one
Juno 19— Detroit, Lansing and Lake Michifair reaper can cut and lay decently upright infantry patrolledtho streets of StamThnro are but fu pholks who aro az
day last week, and was destroyed,together gan, near Ionia. Burt Loigh, agod 12 years, atgrain : but the test is, will it do work well in boul, and after midnight, when the ordibig phools az other people think they
with 300,000 feet of lumber belonging to J.
tempted to jump on caboose, and bad bis loos grain in bad condition. Few of those on the nary population was in bed, suddenly
Buchtell, of Akron, Ohio, and over 130,000 feet
ground could cut and deliverlodged grain. pounced down upon several assemblies are; and there are less who are az wize
crushed by the car wheels.
az they think they are themselfs.
Most of them cut upright grain well enough,
by It. G. How, of East Saginaw. Loss about
June 22-Flint and Fere Marquette, near but oijy a small number laid the bundles of Softas, who, under tho pretense of
It iz always best to giv it up when wo
$25,000 ; partially insured.
Flint. A doaf mute named Blake, from Ionia, smoothly and evenly. Indeed, all of the devotion, were busy plotting in the git beat, but it aint always necessary to
revolving arm-rakereapers lay tbo bottom of smaller mosques of the Mussulman
acknowledge
The Lansing Republican says : One year ago was run over by yard engine and killed.
the bundle crosswise, as any one can see by quarters. There does not seem to have
June
24—
Mineral
Range,
near
Swedetown.
The man who looks to hiz own conlast Tuesday evening a Lansing gentleman and
examining it.
been any resistance offered, and if there shieuce for pay, iz allways sure uv gitlady tipped over in Pine Lake, and floated Thomas Willoughby, while intoxicated, jumped THE ESTERLY REAPER, OF WHITEWATER,WI8.,
were any spectators of the raid, they ting all that iz due him.
around in the water by moonlight, clingingto from the platform of a oar, breakiug his right with reel and one arra-rako, working in a quarter circle,is the only machine here that lays have made no sign; but it is certain
The devil has been slandered more
their boat until rescued by friends. Last Tues- anklo and left arm.
the bundle perfectly even. Eqnal to any in all that 150 gentlemen in long tunics and
than enny one i kno ov. If wo never
day they celebratedthe anniversaryby visiting
other respects, it excels all other reapers in this.
white turbans were quietly taken on took the trubble to hunt him up we
Detroit Prices Current.
But reapers have had their day, and hencethe scene of their immersion and took another
board a couple of transports lying in the should seldum cum akrost him;
@
1
23
Whckt, white, per bu ...... ....... $ 1 18
forth harvesters and binders are to take the
boat ride.
Wheat, amber, per bu .............. 107 (<* 1 09
lead. A good harvestersaves tbe labor of two Golden Horn, where they were joined
Miliyuns ov books have.. been writ to
Corn, per bu ....................... ^ (* 52
men, for two men can bind as fast as a har- by sixty persons of the Circassian per- teach mankind how to be virtewou/i and
J. D. Burrs, of Kalamazoo, has some famous
1.4 32
vaster can out, but it takes four men to bind suasion. One of the officers of the troops
autographs in his album— or, rather, the auto- Bariltf°pc”l$ib^.......... ....... 1 {J & 1 J®
happy, The following little sentence uk
after a reaper. Tbe imperfections
of all har- on duty, from whom the tale has reached
Buckwneit,par bu .................
J® 1
w
worth more than all ov them put togethgraphs of some famous people. He has the Ryo, per bn.’ ......... .............“ £ C5
venters here, except one, are that they do not
me, declares that there were no remon- er— “Do az we would like to be done
....... JO (4 60
separate the bundles, and hence
binding
--- - in
—
— ---- o
signs manual of Robert Burns, Aaron Burr. Beans, unpicked, per bu
85
Beans, picked, per bu ..............75 0
there is always some scattering and waste ; that strances made, no questions at all asked.
Washington, Hamilton, Lincoln,etc., compris- Butter, porlb ........ .............H <4 16
by."
all use canvas with bolts and rollers to The poor wretches appear to have acQ 30 they
ing nearly all the Commodores, the famous Beeswax,per lb ....................
“Throw phisick to the dogs,” look
carry
the
grain,
and
as
the
canvas
stretches
in
. 8
cepted their fate with the utmost
apples, per lb.
.............
well
enuff in a proverb, but whare will
- men in the Revolution,and those in New, York Dried
dry,
and
shrinks
in
damp
weather,
and
the
Eggs, per do* .....................
9 13
stoicism, as the tugs steamed out to the
11
straw winds around the rollers, and the leaves
yu find the dog that will tutok it?
history, besides other distinguished men of
Hay/tUnothy]:per ton ............. -10 00 QlJ 00
and fine straw clog the gudgeons, they are Sea of Marmora, where, one after the
If we could live onr fires over again,
modern tiules. M ,
i ii i :
continually getting out of order and cause other, 210 men were dropped into the
Hay, mixed, per tom- ......... i rv/J JJ £ } JJ
even with all the experience we hav
Hay,
marsh,
per
toa ................ JOJ g J 00
much
delay
in
adjusting
and
cleaning.
Howard Cm Record: t “Mr. Jedodiab Bullwater and sent by this short sea passage
gained to guide us, the best we should
ESTERLY and son’s HARVESTEBS
to the Paradise of Mohammed, with a
wraggle,of Detroit, baa 4 piece of ba^froiha Potatoes,new, pfr bq., ........
. ^
®9
do would be to make a Hew set ov blunDispense with all this machinery, and a rethirty-two-pound shot fastened to their
tree that grew on the farm of an uncle whose Honey, comb, per ...............i8 <4
volving and vibrating rake strikes tho butts of
Chickens, per pair... ............. 50
55
ders.
grandfather’sbrother-in-law
started with Gen. Chickens, dressed, per lb .........12 (4 J?
the cut grain and carries it up on the trana- feet. Now, all this is very well known
Hypokrasy is not only the most diffi- .
H verse table, where it is pushed by a reversible to every resident of Constantinople.-—
Jackson to the battle of New Orleans, but was Turkeys, live, per lb ..............10
TxUow.pqrlL... ...............’7 (3 7K rake to tbe binders. If the grain is light two ConstantinopleLetter in New York kult to detekt in others, but iz one ov
detained by an attack of the cholera morbus,
tho most diffikult thing to detekt in onrbundles need make but one. Both rakes are
\
4
and he would send that to Ihe Centennial Exdriven by
spur wheel on the main axle
seifs.
r
Wool, per lb., unwashed ........... 18
20
of the drivingwheel, working In a spur gear,
A Perpetual Traveler, infi
Thoze countrys who hav the mos
position if he had any adequate assurance that Wool, fleece washed,per
.......... <4 25
in connection with a cam, rake and pinion.
Wool, combing, per
............. 80
33
Twenty years ago a Liverpoolsteam laws hav the most lawbreakers.
he would ever get it back again.”
The whole machine is simple, operates perWood, soft, per cord,.
....... 8 00 @3 60
True luv don’t make a man jealous enpacket
company wished to buy land of a
Wood, beech and maple, per cord.. 4 50 @ 4 75
fectly and commends itself to all visitore.
From the office of the Michigan Salt Asso- Wood, hickory, per cord....;.1 ..... 6 80 @ 6 00
My conviction to, that we have not reached woman. Sue sold it cheap, but got a ny i more than ekonemy makes him
ciation, says the Saginaw Courier, we leajn
perfection in harvestingmachinery.We must clause in the agreement that .during her
k , yH:
.
that daring the month of June theye was inFather July, of Stevens Point, Wis., nave In the future, what we have not now, a' whole life, she and a companion might
If a man could swop 6ff all |the happispected
barfelfe
The amount lost a valuable mare In a pecdWt fanner.
at any time travel free in the company's ness he expekts in this life for a moderpreviously inspectedwas 409,676barrels, mak- While driving along the road he heard a
ate supply ov comfort' hfe Htould make a
deliver Jfc 1A ktoaflJ Conditionwifcfigqt waste. vessels. The day after the bargain sne
ing a total for the season of 589,165 barrels. strange sound, as of gunning water. Such a ^Mneisdemanded. Such a machine sold her furniture, let her house, and good trade.
im ...
The amount inspected to July 1, 1875r was Loolong at his mare lie found her bleed.
went on board the first outward-bound lt t r„; .. -'ll/ i
A- lawyer’s boy in a posipn office exby a
397,159 barrels, showing imrcaae Ujia yeaf tegte 4e4lij
vessel. Binee 'then she has lived on
sharp suck in her side. It is supposed
some ship ot the company’s, accompanied cused himself wlien wanted the oilier
of 192,006 barrels.
she stepped on the stick and that it flew
day. He left a note saying : “ i am
Two years ago the Boston Common by a woman companion, for whom she going to take ameelia jenkins to the
Samuel H. Ransom, one of the earliest up and pierced her body.
advertises,
and
whose
passage
money
Council forbede the turning of water
pioneers of Kalamazoo county, who came to
Howard to night to the 2 orphans & i
Tramps are becoming more dangerous from roofs into the streets, and over she pockets. She has made over $10,- must go & have a clean shave.”
this State from Vermont in 1834, died at Watsr96,000 openings into the sewers had to 000 m this way.
than
one morning last week. His ailment was dis-
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Saturday, July 20,

is waiting

ernor Hayes, will Governor Tildcn,
beyond

1

nil

BOTTOM

ment

to

tell

of

and removal from office? Do they

ward of

political

B. P.

9

HIGGINS.

removals

duties alone pertain, <m\y for cause, would

hundred aud alxty-won. Made and executed by
John Roost and Aleida Rooat of the City of Holland in the County of OttHwa and State of Michigan, parties of the flrat part, and CharleaII. Monroe of the same place party of thuaecoml part, and
recorded in theofticeofthe Register of Deed)*, in
and for the County of Ottawa and State of .Michigan on the twenty-second
day of November. In the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
•Ixnr-aeven, at four o'clock in the afternoonof
nald day, in Llher ,,N” of Mortgages on page one
hundred and twenty-two And whereas ihere is
claimedto be due and unpaid nt this date on said
mortgage the sum of throe hundred at.d two dollars ana forty-fourcents, for principal,and Interest,
and no suit oK proceedings either In law, or equity,
having been commenceu t-> recoverthe same, or
any part thereof. Now therefore,notice is herebv
given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH DAY
of OCTOBER, in the \ ear of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.ai one o’clock
in the afternoon of said day, .nt the front door of
the County Court House. In the City of Grand Haven in said County of OtUwa and State of Mlchi
ganvthat being the place for holding the Circuit
Court for said county, there will be sold at public
autton or vendue to’the highest bidder the premises described in said mortgage or so much thereof as may be necessary to satisfy the amount duo
and payable on said mortgage,with Interest thereon at tne rate of eight percent, and all the legal
costa and charges of said foreclosureand sale. The
following lu the description of the lands and premises as appears In said mortgage,to- wit: The following described lands to wit: Lots numbered
three i3t and four (41 in section nnmbcrrd twentytwo (W) in township numberedfive (5) north of
range numbered fifteen[IS] west in the County ot
Ottawa and State of Michigan, containingeightyfour and fifty-three hundredthsacres, more or less,

insist

RIVER STREET,

upon regardingit in

less expenditure of

is

the use-

some of those authorized by the River and
Harbor bill. As the measure came from

Everything in the line of
the highest market prices.
Holland, Midi

,

November 5,

Produce will

1875.

HOLLAND. MICH.
The Proprietorannounces to the Pubic that no
pains will he spared by him .o make this House
FIRST-CLASS in every respect.

The Rooms

1876.

MORTGAGE
SALE.
’PvEFAULT
made

county court house, in the City of Grand Haven, in
sJd County of Ottawa and Statu of Michigan,that
being the place for holding the Circuit Court for
said county, there will be sold at public auction or
vendue to the highest bidder the premisesde-cribed
in said mortgage, or so much thereofas may he
necessary to satisfythe amount due and payable
on said mortgage, with the interestthereon at the
rate of ten per cent per annum, payable annually,
and all the legal costs and charge* of such foreclosure and sale and also an attorney fee of twentyfive dollars,as provided for in said moitgagclncase
proceedings should be taken to foreclose the same.
The follow'ngisthe description of the lands and
premises as appears in said mortg igeto-wit: All tha'
certain piece or parcel of land, situate In the City
of Holland, in the Comity of Ottawa and state of
Michigan and describedas followsto-wit: Lufc
numbered three f3| in block numbered thirty-e|ht

!
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A Family Knitting Machine! For he

O

politicians face luth ways, and

tell

I

Now attracting universal attention by its astonIshlng performancesand Its great practical value
for every day family use. It knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work

it

with the affectionthat the wolf bears the
lamb,— he will

it

lie

down

it,

but the

And

there is

beside

be in the inside!

mtjst be admitted,some ground for the

public apprehension, Tiiere are prominent politicians who have friends to reward,
if not

enemies

to

punish;— this, with the

unprecedented lUt of 80.000 office holders
in the service of the United States,will require of the Presidentgreat nerve and decision of character,• and

may

well cause

whether the
whoever he may he, will

the inquiry to be raised as to

new

President,

possess the stamina, the necessary force,
to carry the subject of

Reform In the

dir-

ection the public requires. Governor
Hayes says of the
“It U felt, I

am

spoils system

:

confident,, by

a

large

majorityof the members of Congress, to
be an intolerable burden aud an unwarrantablehindrance to

the proper

of their legitimate duties.

It

abolished.The reform should

discharge

be

-

No

'

room

I

should be abolished, ns Governor Hayes

hits

been

fitted

up on

the

ground floor. Livery con reel-

With

Magical

!

2

‘

s,

trade.

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haveikate4
Son's Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

J.

Holland. July

I

March

12,

1875.
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Will be pleased to see all his old friends and citstinners that requireanything in the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything in our
line according to the latest styles, and for the lowest possible prices.

Repairing Neatly Done.

O

ft

Has removed his business to

if

M

<x>o

MERCHANT TAILOR,

7

CO

2o
3 w

o~
2

THIBOUT,

I. P.

§1
CO

Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
,

VAN ZOKREN.

14. 1876.
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1875. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1876.

Fj

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And

1

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

Summer Shawls,
and Kid Gloves.

Cloaking, Spring and
Parasols, Fans,

Dissolution

Hats for 50 Cents and Upward.

1

m

Gall and

Examine. No Trouble

B. P. HIGGINS,

as of the Village of Holland.
Dated. Holland, Mtch.. JaW 97, A. D. 18*6.

ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

Eighth St. Holland, Mich.

REBECCA GROAT.

HOWARD

„

n,.A^Vne*

A McBRIDE,

of

Ally's lor AtAgnee.

Mortgage.

Show Goods.
of

PHOTOGRAPHER,

thorough, Comity. Michigan,

doubt the iniquitousspoils system

convenience of Commercial

T? VERY one stilted In the line of Cigars at
8CHOUTKN & MEENGS.
And whereas, the said mortgage contains a condition that when any proceedings shall he taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
Dissolution Notice.
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of twentyfive dollars as a solicitor's or attorney’s fee shall
a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
be paid by the party of the first part to the partv rpHE co-partnerahlp heretofore existing between
the
undersigned
under
the
firm
name
of
G.
of the second part, and all the legal costs anil
charges of such foreclosure and sale. Iu case pro- Van Putten 4 Co., has this day been dissolved
ceedings shall be taken to foreclose the name, nnd with mutual consent. All claims and accounts
no suit at law or In chanceryhaving been insti- against and due the late firm will he settled with
tuted to recover said debt, or any part thereof. G. Van Patten, who will continueto carry on the
Now. therefore,notice Is hereby given, that by vir- business ns before at the same place.
GABRIEL VAN PUTTEN.
tue of the power of sale containedIn said mortFRANK BOONSTRA.
gage and of the statutes In snch case made and
Dated: Holland. Mich., July 14, 1876.
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by
a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much
thereof as Is noccss&'y to satisfythe amount due
upon said mortgage aforesaid,for principal and InNotice.
terest, said sum of Insurance, premium, and attorney fee, and the costs and expensesof foreclosure 'TMIFflrm of Schouten 4 Meengs has this day
and sale allowed by law. at public auction or venbeen dlsolved.Mr. D. Meengs will continue
due to the highest bidder, on the TWENTY- to carry on the drag businessas heretofore and all
FOURTH
DAY OF OCTOBER, In the year accounts with the fate firm will be settled by him.
of our Lord one thousand, eight hundred and
Dr. R. A. Schouten will resume his practice and
seventv-six (1878), at one o’clock in the afternoon
All the latest styles in Ties, Ruchlngs, Collars and Cutts, and a full assortment of
establish his office in the drug store the same as
of said day. at the front door of the County Court
heretofore.
Edgings,
Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs,Germantown Wool and Canvas.
House, iu the City of Grand Haven, in said County
R. A. SCHOUTEN,
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,that being the
D. MEENGS.
place for holding the ClrcnltCourt for aaid county.
Holland, July 18, 1876.
Said mortgagedpremises to be sold are described
in said mortgage,as follows,to wit: All of those
to
certain pieces or parcels of land sltnate and being
In the City of Holland, in the County of Ottaw",
and State of Michigan, and described as follows, to
wit: Lot numbered fourteen (14) and the west half
Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick.& Co’s Patterns
Gar-

ought to be

radical, and complete.”

Floor.

ed with the Hotel.

_

us they ance effectedand paid by the assignee of thin mort-

favor it, while in reality they regard

lamb must

-

and

Agents a large nnd well lighted sample

Probate Order.

...

on First

Office

up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two mile* West of the white school bouse on
the Grand Haven road) a Ilrut-clas* portable saw-mill
which i* now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with nil kinds of building
‘materialand feiidcg at low prices, and deliver the
same whei ever wanted.
[38] in the City of Holland, according to the recorded
We can lengthen ont so as to saw 40 feet, nnd
map of the ssme recorded in the Registers Office of will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
the County of Ottawa.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck plunks and
any kind of ship timber are nnequaled.
Dated: Holland, Mich., July 20, A. D. 1876.
All bills will be filledpromptly and with desCAROLINE A. GARRETSON. Mortgagee.
patch. and a fairdealing can be relied upon. CusIIowakd & McButni, AU'ys for Mortgagee.
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood. Bark and Railroad Ties, when deliveredat our Pier on Lake

having been
in the condition
the Democratic House of Representatives XJ of payment or a cer ain Indentureof Mortgage, dated the twenty-fifth[95] dav of May. in the
it was an outrage upon the treasury, and year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred mid
seventy-two[1872]. made and executed by the
the Republican Senate has made It more
Trustees of the First MethodistEpiscopal Church
outrageous. It will go hard for that party In Holland, [signed by William A. Bronson,chairman. and Isaac Fairbanks. Clerk of the Board of
which the vjters believe to be more ex- Trustee*]. In the City of Holland, County of Ottntravagant than the other. Recklessness wa. and State oi Michigan,parties of the firstpart,
and William A. Bronson of the same place, parly
of this kind is usually pretty evenly divid- of the second par’, and recorded in the office of
Register of Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa
ed between the two parties,but the Senate and State of Michigan, on the nineteenth[19] day OTATE OF MICHIGAN, COUNTY OF OTTAwa,— ss.— At a session of the Probate Court of
seems determined that the Republicans of July, A. D. 1872, at two o’clock in the afternoon the County of Ottawa, holdcn nt the Probate Office
of said day, in Liber “W,’’ of mortgages,on page
the City of Grand Haven, in said County, on
shall have something more than their two hundred and eighty-nine[989], which said in
Thursday the Thirteenthday of July In the year
mortgage and the note therein mentioned,c mdi- one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
share, as they certainly will have if the
tioned for the payment of six hundred dollars and
Present:Samuel L Tate, Judge of Probate.
Senate insists upon its amendments.There interestat the rate of ten per cent, per year, and
In the matt-r of the estate of Wilhe'mina Plugwhich said mortgage and note were on the thirtyare views of politics and appropriations first (31) dsy of July. In the year of our Lor-l one ger. Cornelia Plugger, and Maaike Plugger.
eight hundred and seventy-three (1873', minors.
which the careful politicianwill not over- thousand
duly assigned by said William A. Bronson to Re
On reading ami filing the petition,duly verified,
becca Groat, of the Town of Holland. County of of IleiitjeDeJong, guardianof the estate of said
look —N. Y. Evening Post.
Ottawa, and State of Michigan,and which said as- Wilhelmina Plugger, Cornelia Plugger and Maaike
----signment was dulv recordedin said Register’s of- Plugger. minors, praying that she m*y be empowlice on the sixth ( ) day of March.
A.. I) 1875, at
8 ered and licensed to’ sell certain real estate In said
.....
____
Wanted; Civil Service Reform.
o’clock in the forenoon of said day. in Liber one j petition described for Hie purpose thelrinset forth.
(1) of mortgages,on page three hundred aud Thereuponit is ordered, that TUESDAY the
Governor Hayes is not at fault in giving seventy-eight (378). and wTtich said mortgage con FIFTEENTH DAY OF AUGUST next, at one
the subject of Civil Service Reform espec- tains a conditionthat the party of the first part o’clock in the afternoon, he assigned for the hearshall and will keep the mortgage interestof the ing of said Petition and that the next of kin of
ial prominence, in bis letter accepting the party of t'.e second part, or his assigns, in the saitl minors and all other personsInterested iu said
buildings erected and to be erected upon the lands estate, are requircd.to appear at a session of said
Republican nomination.There can be no conveyed.Insured against loss and damage by fire, Court then to he holden nt the Probate Office In
doubt that Reform is to be the watch- by Insurance, and In default thereof it shall he law- Grand Haven, in said County, and show cause If
ful for the party of the second part, his executors, any there be. why the prayer of the petitioner
word of the campaign. The people feel administrators, or assigns, toeffectsuch insurance, should not he granted:And it is further ordered.
and the premium or premiums paid for affecting
said petitioner give notice to the persons inmeasurably assured that the currency the *amo shall he a lien on the said mortgaged That
terested lu -aid estate of the pendency of said netlquestionis safe, as between a Conservative premises added to the amount secured by said lion nnd the hearing thereof by causing a copy of this
mortgage,and payable forthwithwith interest at order to he published In the “Holland City Nkw«'
Senate and Executivethere is little proba- the rate of ten per cent, per annum.
a newspaper printed and circulated in said County
And whereas, there Is claimed to he due and un- of Ottawa, for four successive weeks previous to
bility of a retrogrademovement in that
paid nt this date on said mortgage the snm of six said day of hearing.
A true copy (Attest.)SAMUEL L.TATE,
direction. But upon the subject of Reform hundrrtl and sixty six dollarsand forty-sixcents
($666.46)lor principal and Interest on said mort.
Judge of Probate.
they ore by no means so assured. The gage, nnd the sum of ten dollars ($10) for Insur-

-

new

elegant furniture.

"

JOHN KNOL,
E. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
JOHN VAUPELL.
31.

are spacious and

well furnished with

(

aud due the late firm will he settled by them.

Holland, July

and at

lie receive

CITY HOTEL,

4 *•

Dissolution Notice.

are few less justifiabledisbursementsthan

W-A.3STTE3D.

;

2hitr gttlwrttefltwttte.

public mcney. There

TVIICH

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

\

volve something more than the appoint- 'TMIK co-partnership heretofore existing between
bent of senators. Among the things in I. the under igneu under the firm name of Knot,
Harrington& Co., has this day been disolvu-t by
respect to which the people are resolved if mutuarconscnt. All claims and acconuts against
possible to better their condition

etc.

invite the Public to

i

its political as-

borders of Congressionaldistricts, and in-

We

Provisions

almost
speed, ;•
J. W. MINDEKUOUT, Prop’r.
and gives perfect shape and finishto all garments.
and recorded ill the office of the Register of Deeds It willkslt apiircftccksln fifteen aiauteilEvery
in and for the County of Ottawa and State of machine WA Hit ANTED perfect, and to do just
Michigan, on the first day of May in the year of our what is irpreeented. A complete instruction hook
Lord one thousandeight hundred and seventy-two, accompanies each machine.
HNT
at five o’clock iu the afternoon of said day In Liber
No. 1 Family Machine,1 cylinder,72 needles,, 5;
seventeen117] of mortgages on pact;e five hundred
No.
••
" 724100 ’
xoas iher
and seventy-three^573J.
and whereas
there is
fJ
A townie machine will he sent to any part of the
inpaid
pa
this date on
on said
claimed to be due and unpaid
at this
United States nr Canada. where we have no agent t,
mortgage the sum of five
’e hundred and
and forty dollars
do
erpreu charge* pre paid, on receipt of the price.
and twenty-twocents, [$£10,411for principal
principaland
Agents wanted in every State. County, City and
interest,and no suit or proceedingseither in law
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be
The undersigned announces to the Public that
pr equity having been commenced to recoverthe
made.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
same orauy part thereof: Now therefore notice is
Address, Bickford Knitting Machine Mfo. Co. now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
hereby given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH
5.18-ly Sole
- ‘ Manufacturers. Brittleboro,
"
Vt. ! of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
day of OCTOBER. In the year of our Lord one thoudealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
sand eight hundred and seventy-six.at one o'clock
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
in the afternoon of said dav, at the front door of the

is

would do well to remember that
politics this year go beyond the narrow

Flour it Feed,

HOLLAND,

according to the U. 8. survey.

always undcrate the moral sentiment of

pects,

Caps,

Groceries,

to reassure the public

sweeping over them and carryingthem to
destruction. Reform— a reform which inadded as an amendment to the bill.
cludes the entire suppressionof the infamThose members of Congress who are un- ous spoils system— is what the people want
willing to consider the River and Harbor and are determined to have. And they
bill upon its merits as measured by the will be satisfiedwith nothing less.— CArwtian at Work.
general interest of the country, but who
not impossible. Of course the item

cfc

Stoneware,

Mortgage, hearing date the twenty-flratday of Oc
toher. In the year of our Lord one thotiaandeight

the people; and it is just possiblein this
the appropriationre-election is certain,
matter they may open their eves only to
and that without it re-electionis doubtful, find the tidal wave of public opinion
if

Hats

’

Crockery,

I'VE FAULT having been made In the conditions
\) of the payment of ft curNin Indenture of

mind, and
Dated: Holland, Mich.. Jttlv 20th, A. D. 1876.
dwelling in the village of Sandy Flats, a
CHARLES H. MONROE. Mortgugte.
go further to giving the public more as- Howard A McBride. Atty's for Mortgage*.
thousand miles from tidewater, detects a
surance of Reform than pages of glitter"good thing” in the Improvement of Mud
ing generalities upon the subject, which
MORTGAGE SALE.
Creek. He goes to Washingtonglowing
cost nothing to write, and mean nothing pvEFAULT having been made in the condition
with patriotism and highly "unanimous”
XJ of the payment of acertain Indentureof mortwhen written. And if our Senate and gage,
bearing date the ninth dav of April, in the
in favor of “the old flag and an appropriand sevHouse of -Representatives would pass some year of Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ation.” He gives the member for the disCnty-two [1872], made and executed by Hmdrlck
such resolution, that, ton, would give im- Meengs and AreutjeMeengs.his wife, of the City of
trict through which Mud Creek meanders,
petus to the Reform ball. Politicians are Holland, iu the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan,parties of the first part and Caroline
or rather oozes its way, and the senator
slow to feel the popular pulse, and most A. Garrctson, wife of Rev. John Garrctson, of New
from the state of which Sandy Flats is a
Brunswick,New Jersey, party of the second part,
constituent part, to understand that with

Notions and Trimmings,

Clothing,

from the minor offices, to which clerical
do much

KOFFERS,

&

Dry (roods,
Furnishing (roods,

Mortgage Sale.

dates, avowing his determination,in the

make

of

DEALERS

BOTTOM PRICES.

more sagacious senatorssaw that they
ers of our Government—as it does not
were going too far, and Mr. Edmunds
seem to have— that rival Congressmen
moved to abandon the work of amendwould lay claim to the disposal of the great
ment and to appropriatea gross sum of
majority of nearly a hundred thousand
$4,000,000,to he distributed by the Secreoffices, and such places would be filled,
tary of War. This would effect a saving
not with regard to fitness, but as a reward
upon the House bill of $1,800,000.The
for politicalservice, wo should have had
saving is a good thing; but the temptation
some modificationsof our Government
to distributethe money with an eye to powhich would have saved us much of the
litical advantage is something from which
fraud and corruption, the offshoot of the
the sensitive soul of Mr. Cameron would
spoils system. Even now a declaration
shrink, and in his behalf we trust that the
from each of the two Presidential candiSecretary of War will not he exposed to it.

ingenious perse n of a speculative turn

cull at the store,

service? Does either of

event of his election, to

t° s,‘r

DUURSEMA

small at

bill

Some

tf

and

Copies, large and

these gentlemen intend to remove all tho
as passed by the House of Representatives
public officials for some other reason than
proves to be a good deal worse than premafor cause? We admit that representative
mre. Instead of a reduction, the Senate
offices, such as Cabinet or Diplomatic aphas made, by various amendments, a large
pointments,should properly he filled by
addition to the amount. The Senate comcapable gentlemen In sympathy with the
mittee struck out some Items and inserted
mnjoilty as manifested in its selection < f
others, which reduced the whole amount
administration;—but how about the thoua few thousand dollars. The Senate, howsands of officers whose duties are purely
ever. rejected those of the amendments of
clerical;— are all these to be removed, not
the committee which diminished the sum
because the public interests demand it,
and left those standing which increased
but "for the sake of the party”?
it, so that the appropriationas it now
Hamilton foresaw one great source of
.Ntandshas been enlargedto about $7,000,difficulty in a Republican Government to
0(H). The House bill was absurd. The
be the jealousy of the States. Had It ocSenate bill is monstrous. Some of the
curred to that astute mind, or to the found-

any other of the appropriation bills.

take

Photographs, Tin-Types,

appoint-

sentativesto dictate appointments as a re-

country by reducing the whole amount ap-

Politicsof the smallestkind affect the

now preparedto

y(m

a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go

admit the right of Senators aud Repre-

had prepared a pleasant surprise for the

River and Harbor bill probably more than

nra

PHICES

us

cavil just what course they in-

tend to pursue in this matter

|

report the other day that the Senate

propriatedby the River and Harbor

he?— that is the ques-

I
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POLITICS AND APPROPRIATIONS.
The

it

now asking, and which
to see answered. Will Gov-

tion the public is

All work bnmtahcd nnd finished In the latcat atylo.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied. Enlarged aud
worked up In India Ink. Oil or Water Color*.

|

1

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,
HOEDAND, MICH

EIGHTH STREET
\

Call

gottiut)
Take
Go

a trip on the
------

at the

Hendricks.

cake.

Work

“Trader.”

on Bosnian's new building

-

is reported to he quite brisk just

The hot weather is

-----

It is

letting up.

& Jewelers,

Bankbuiiding, Cor. Eighth and Eivei St

t

& Son

kale

The

Watchmakers

There

Last week the hardware firm of Have-

beautiful now.
statue of Garibaldi is an object

interestto his

now.

Joslh&Breyman,

Dykkma

The

The lumber business at Spring Lake,

jce cream.

Default having been made In the condition*of
a certain Mortgage,dated the twenty-ninthday of
J.
has arrived home •April A. D. 1875, made and executed by LonUa A.
Becker o> the townMiipof Wright. County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, to Arthur E. Turner
from his European tour.
of the Towiudiipof Alpine, County Of Kent and
i State of Michigan, and recorded in the ofltcc of
French Pavilion is now open. The I the Kcglnter of Deed, for the County of Ottawa
building is constructed entirely of iron. I and State of Michigan, on the flret day of May A.
I). 1875, at eight o’clock In the forenoon, in Liber
No 7 of Mortgage*, on page 129. On which aald
was a slight frost a few miles mortgage there 1* claimedto be due at the date of
hi* notice, one hundred and seventy-onedollars
north of Port Jervis, N. Y., on Sunday and ninety-' wo cent* ($171.92),be*lde* an attorney
lee of thirty dolllar* (faiO.OO.) provided in raid
night last.
mortgage,to be paid to *ald mortgagee,in cate
of forecloaurc;and no *ult at law or In chancery
An effort is being made in
York to having been institutedto recover *ald debt

Ald.

pro-

gressing very fast.

T. Ranters lor soda water and

to L.

is

—

-----

Mortgage Sale.

Ex-Go'f. Blair will support Tilden and

Pcssink Bros, for delicious

niede

a voluntary

assignment

to H. D. Post.

numerous admirers.

Mr. Walsh

is painting up his drugv

New

hioininateWm.

Everts for Governor or any portion thereof;Now

_

thcrelore, notict
it hertby girtn, that by virtue of the power
/of that
of sale contained in safil mortgage,and of the
per day to Saugatuck, and is well patron- ance of a new building.
*tatute In ench ca*e made and provided,the said
The latest dispatches from Europe indi- morttage will he foreclosed by a *ale of the mortized.
premise*,or *o much thereof a* may he
Severe storms have prevailed in various cate that Austria and Russia are going to gaged
necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
Rev. A. J. Benjaminse will preach in districts of the country, destroying buildmortgage as aforsald.(both principal and Interest,
take a hand in the Turko-Servianwar.
said attorney fee and the cost* and expenses oi
the M. E. Church to-morrow morning and ings and injuring the unharvestedcrops.
sale, allowed hv law,) at public auction, to the
Sisson
Lillky are building a new highest bidder, on the 19th day of September, A. I).
evening.
at one o'clock in the afternoon, an he front
The Holland Reformed Church of Kal- dock, some eight hundred feet in length, 187>i,
door of the couit house in the city of Grand Haven
Mr. Chappel’s store at Robinson, was
said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
amazoo has tenderedthe pastorate to Rev. at their mill in Spring Lake,
The in
Unit being the place for holding the Clrcuil Court
robbed last week of a considerable quantiJ. W. Te Winkel, of Clymer, N.
average daily cut of tlieir mill is over for said county. Said mortgaged premisesare desty of goods.
ciibcd In the said mortgage as follows, to- wit: A1
accepts, and is expected soon.
Having disposed of most ol our old stock, wo have
75,000 feet.
that certain piece or parcel of land known and
occupied my new quarters,on RIVER STREET
--- -«•»described a* follow*, to-wit: Village lots number
Foreignersexpress their astonishment
with a beautiful stock of everything
At the Republican Conventionin the
Forty of the crew of the Thunderer ninety-two (98) and ninety-three (fti) as numbered
pertaining to a complete
on the villageplat of the villageof Berlin, and sltat the richness of the mineral deposits
village of Zeeland the following gentle- were killed by the recent explosion or have u«ted In the County of Ottawa and State of Michishown by the Southern States.
men were elected as delegates: Den Her- died from the effect of it. John Bull has gan, on section number thirty-four(84) town eight
^ ^ ------north of range thirteen (18) west commencing at
Mr. H. E. Niks, theological graduateof der, C. Van Loo, H. Keppel, Jr., and A. been very unfortunate lately with his naval the angle of the State road In the Village ot Berlin,
and runningnorth four (4) degrees west two hunexperiments.
dred and tnlrty-four (884) feet and three and oneHope College, has accepted the call from Bolks.
half (8X) inches;thence south eighty-six (8fi) dcthe Reformed Church at Saugatuck.
Agrcultura!journal: Question— “Will ere'!* west to high water mark of the mill pond ;
chthuslast
had been to hear
thence south easterly along the high water mark
the editor please inform
how the Hol- to the center of the said State road along the cenThe Rathbun House in the city of Grand Anna Dickinson lecture wrote her, saying:
landers salt cucumbers?” Answer.— “The ter 4»f the said State road to the place of beginning.
Rapids, was burned down yesterday morn- “ With you I could be happy in a desert."
Dated June 10th, A. D. 1870.

The Fanny Shriver

is

making two

trips house,

and

soon

will

give it the appear-

State.

--

-

M.

&

Mich.

Y.

He

--

--

_

Jewelry and Variety Store,

—

Ware,
Plated Ware,

Silver

An

who

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and
Musical Instruments

me

ing, and a boy lost his life in the

And she

fire.

wrote

back: “No man

will ever most

To-night the Democrats will hold their
A KiETBKN-YEAUold son

convention in the Village of Zeeland, to
elect delegates to the Congressional and

his right
the

Annis & Brock publish their card
week

as a firm dealing in

cines. Tlieir store

is

Drugs

&

this

Sheriff

Woltman on

Taylor was

-

--

The

ar-

Cholera

hud

Ann Eliza Young against
Brigham Young Thursday, the court at
In the suit of

cinity of the early settlers. Oui old pion-

lo.

An

and Promptly executed.

P.

an

Schravesande— three at

large and one from each of the four wards

eers are dropping oft’ pretty fast of late

2-1

Provisions,

Flour <fc Feed.
Bolted Meal,
Bran,

invalid, while

a

brawling

low who was selling oysters below his win-

dow exclaimed: “The extravagantrascal
lias wasted as much breath as would have
served me

mouth."

for a

Capt. Eads has beeu before the House

Commerce and explained
made in Ids

Committee on

the progress that had been

more

in the nature of

CorneliusRoos, a seven year old so7
of Mr. A. Roos, while playing in the gar

deu day before yesterday, managed to

fall

hard enough to break his right leg above

was

the knee. Dr. Morris

called in to

Three young men,

J.*’

Dinkeloo, G.

Kroon and J. Troxel are lying in

a rather

precarious condition. It is believed that

they are poisoned by ‘’poison-ivy.”
heads and other parts of

tlieir bodies

tlieir

being

swollen to double the natural size.

tum:

And the greater fleas themselvesiu turn have great- four feet deep,
ou,

work

still,

and greater

To

land we mention the extensivebee-culture

fifty-one hives in

Bros. They have quite
active operation and we more

go out on fishing excursions is

excursions than ever before. Among

think that this figure can’t be beat in Ot-

tawa county.

ing we noticed the return of E. J. Harring-

The New Jersey Court of Errors and
Appeals has modified the decree of Chan-

them

ton, Esq., and others, bringing with

a beautiful string of black bass, caught at
the end of the harbor piers.

The Texas

^

BOOTS & SHOES mmm

proportions, the

number of

during the spring and summer
cording

to

July

to statistics

9,

of the pres-

-

-

-

R. A. Kijma, Esq.,

who

lias

Sheridan will establish his headquartersin

taught the

school at Zeeland for the lust five years,

shown Mr. Hijma’s Library, which he
accessible |o all

some advantageous

point on

Goose Creek, about forty miles northwest

who purchase tlieir mem-

bership in the same, at the low rate of

amount to between

three

and four

thou-

sand men.

annum.

Wednesday and Thursday evewe will be treated to some of the

There

next

the remainder have been driven north.
Besides those included iu the

mates, several thousand head of cattle that

were wintered in northern Texas have
joined the others on their way to markets

.....

tape manner of its ad mi nitration,

Tennessee. This troupo is very popular

us

and ought to get good houses

so

During

-

----

-

--

of cars ran into a tunnel near

the People of the- State of Michigan

Lydia M. Reidscmn, wife of S.
(

ma, of

for

Holland, Jan.

Reidse-

this ciiy) for alleged cruelty to the

LOW PRICES

1, 1870.

it

NO.

iinsi m mmtw,
70, - - EIGHTH STREET.

other train

would

Pain

ihc plaintiff. T.,cotin-

is ten dollars

.

delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.

he due in an hour,

Chamois Skins.

From and

and

Counter, Cloth,

after this date,.. I

intend to devote to this line of

trade the necessary attention,
Paint Brushes. and will keep on hand a com-

All the leading Patent Medicinesin the market.
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
is not given in the CincinnatliTime*' ac- bottle or by measure.
J. O. DOESBURG.
count of the occurrence,volunteered for

fear,

'

Hair and

a neighboring

and stopped the threatening train. In the

CROCKERY!
:o:

was necessarythat somebody should get

and OATS.

Oil 8

Trusses,

Holland, Mich.,

plete stock

July 29, 1878.

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does

n

of White Granite

and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those

general Banking, Exchange, and Col-

lectionbtiBiuess. Collections made on

all points
the United States and Europe. Purtlciilar attention paid to the collectionsof Hanks and Hankers.
Remittance* made on day of payment.All busings* entrusted to mo shall nave prompt attentiou. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
in

to check nt sight. Foreign exchangebought
and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
N.

and

KENYON.

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
" G. J. VAARWERK.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.

Something Yew

!

.'—O'

the suspense was not relieved until several

hours later, the water subsided, tiie

IPUR/IB

lire in

failed to receive au account of the

^
c08lg and.

We will also tnke Butter and Eggs in Exchange for our goods. Goods will be

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.

and

la

5

Golden Machine

P. H. Wilms,
Oil.

LY THE GALLON, A1
.

.

J. O.

DOESBURG.

Reidsemu,by a former
Holland, July 7, 1875.
marriage. The suit commenced on Thursday in real earnest and seems to be the
or TO
Best lime 2:35. Lady Ryan won second,
absorbing topic among our citizens.The
ous. But light and heuthful biscuit, such
Surprise third, Gen. McArthur fourth
-'best counsel is employed ou both sides,
as dyspepticpeople may eat with impunitolll-hcalthI offer for sale or to rent the
three on ench side, end the nnlurel result I l>rcmiums. The Ottawa county race was tv nud with positive benefit, arc made from , 42tn* Rouse. I" the City of Holland. Proposals
t). B. DeLand & Co.’s lk*t Chemical Solar- ! to exchange for other property will also be enterwas that the disc was very protracted, lust- W(,n
* l,rrcal- Beat
atu». Physician,admit
.ppl, u,
w two days, clcing with a verdict r„r ! time *20. biq horses started in each ot
children of said

For CASH Only.

CASH FOR COHN

Drugs,

Are sold us cheap at th.s Drug Store as at any
put other. Medicine*warrantedto he strictlypure.

out the fire in the locomotive, and over a

it

DOESEUKG,

J. 0.

the locomotive was rekindled, and their
first days racing at Grand Haven; hut on
journey was continued.
the second day of the races Oeieniea Chief,
Biscuit’sa Luxury for all.— The popowned by J. Hogue, Berlin, Mich., won
ular notion tlint people sufferingfrom dysthe three minute race. Best time, 2:38.
pepsic or predisposed to that disease,
Frank Reed won second, Black Dock third, should not eat biscuit, has grown out of
Roadmaster fourth, premiums: B. C. the fact ihnt the common Baleratusbus
Holly’s Litlle Sam won the 2:33 race.

vs.

will sell at

the Winter trade.

North Bend,

In which the water was so deep that

Exhibitiongoods are contained in par- were trembling with hope and

We

Quite an excitement was created on
Monday last by a suit being institutedby

and Produce.
Which wc

Full line

the great storm in Ohio a train

fur meitutinie the passengers in the tunnel

ticular.

& Higgins,

Flour, Feed, Groceries

Medicines,

that the Foreign Commissioners are very of a

system in general, and the stupid and red

•*cMy

Misses Wear.

in the North and East.

.

here.

Youth and

above esti-

mile. The young muu removed his
severe upon, namely the Custom House boots and coat and plunged in. The curold plantationsongs of the Soutli by the
regulations.Scarcely a representative of rent carried him along, and he easily kept
colored troupe Jubilee Singers of Tennesa foreign country is without his special his head above water, although collisions
see. The money this company makes is
grievanceagainst the Custom House ofii......
.....
against
the rocky ....
sides
of the tunnel near*
devoted to the education of the colored
cittls, and all join in condemningour tariff |y disabled lrflji, hut he made the passage
in full operation in the city of Nashville,

1874.

Have just removed to their now and capacious
store on the corner of Fish and 8th street, opposite
Haverkate’s Hardware Htore, where we will constantly ktep on hand a full stock of

Gents,

the Kansas

in

is one feature of the Exhibition the danger, and the distance was an eighth

race, having already a magnificent college

Holland, February 20,

Slooter

the exploit. The total darkness increased

---

--------

SPRIET8MA & BON.

City Price Curreit. Of tins number 52,338

out of the tunnel and reach

of F«>rt Phil. Kearney

notice

Ladies,

and near the scene
signal to prevent a terrible disaster.The
of General Crook’s battle on the Rosebud
on the 17th of June. The fitVce of the water was about four feel deep and runholds
ning swiftly. A young man, whose name
three columns of United States troops will

be re-engaged by the Trustees.
Among the novelties at Zeeland we were
will not

the field at

mi

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

being 311,590, ac-

given

hundred passengerswere imprisoned.An-

August 10th. See posters.

L.

from the southwesternportion of that state
ent year, up

on

done

Cash Paid for Hides

HEROLD,

E.

AND

cattle driven

good

all over,

-AT—

huge

have been held in northern Texas, while

nings

examine.

!87!i.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

jar

an injunction to
restrain the Hudson River Tunnel ComA man by the name Peter Kreen coming
pany from continuingtheir work under in on the Chicago night express from
the North river. Work will be resumed Grand Rapids, refused to pay his full fare,
thereon at once.
and after annoying conductor Gillett to
considerableextent, was arrested at this
The Chicago & Michigan Luke Shore
depot, tried and convicted, and iu default
R. R. will issue tickets to Petoskey, Mich.,
of paying the fine imposed, was sent to
at one fare for the round trip, to all who
the county jail for fifteen days.
wish to attend the Great Union Camp
meeting there, which commences Augu t
It is said that according to the present
2nd and lasts till August 10th. Tickets plan of the Indian campaign General

cellor Runyon granting

$2.00 per

Holland, November11.

_

cattle trade lias reached

Gents,

AXfi CHILDREN'S WEAR.

kept pure and nice, an indefinitelength of

still

popular, the tug Twilight taking out

the diflerentparties going out and return-

till

Ladies,
Youths,

mouth down. He thinks

time.

so on.

the deferent enterprises at Zee-

by the Slubbekoorden

and bury the

jar,

of the Latest Styles of

Messrs Welton A Akeley have bought out the
Misses
stuck and trade of M. P. Vissers and will continue
the business nt the old stand. If Kood goods and
low price* will continue to draw them their heavy
trade thev an* sure to retain It. A general Invitation
Our Intention Is to offer these goods at low
ii» extendedto all to call and visit the crippled auo
price,and we request the trading public to ctl) and
tioneer.

that butter put up in this shape can be

While these again have greater
still,and

Among

bought expressly for this season of the year.

It is

River Street, Holland.

--

the mouth of the

er tleus to live

new stock of Goods has Just been opened, anil
wc can state to the Public that it has been

Country Produce, Etc.

—

help him.

On

Oats, Potatoes, A

was resumed at all the mines in was a complete success so far, with every
ciicumstance and prospect in his fovor.
f * S0™1;0" c"ul rfon MoudaJ- ?lie
ndividual operators have received notice
A certain farmer buried four or five
o this effect from the Delaware, Lackajars of butter last summer as an experiment.
wanna and Western Railroad Company,
He removed one jur the other day and
and it is expected that the other compafound the butter ns clean and sweet as the
nies will follow tlieir example.
day it was buried. His plan was to get a
—
----good
sound jur, fill it with butter, tie a
Great fleas have little fleas upon their hacks to
to bite ’em,
cloth over the top, put on a layer of suit
(nd little fleas have lasser fleas and so ud infini- about an inch thick, tie a strong cloth over

--

1875.

JOSLIN & BREYMAN.

a report of

progress, and clearly showed that his

22,

Coi n,

jetty work at the mouth of the Mississippi.
It was

y

Feb.

Boots and Shoes.

fel-

Work

years,

Holland, Mich.,

Groceries,

die.

Irish barrister,

be Neatly

All Repairing will

Dry Goods,

return to the infected place, most

deafenned by the noise of

Salt Lake City decided that alimony could

H. D. Post and

Mr. J. Wykhnlr.cn. has established himself with
us, and will he pleased to see his old customers and friendscontinue thelrformer favors.

DEALERS IN

panting with asthma, in Dublin, almost

On Tuesday last the propeller Trader ar- justly he granted, and ordered that the
rived here to commence on her route from
evidence in the main suit should be heard
here via South Haven to Chicago. The
before a commission.
question now arises can we furnish freight
At the Republican Convention held I
enough to induce her to continue.
--- ---this citv the following gentlemen were
Hendrik Westveer died on Wednesday, elected as delegates: J. R. Kleyn, J.
morning in his 84th year, j He
Roost, M. Hoogesteeger, D. J. Dinkeloo,
to be the oldest inhabitanl in this vi-

request all of nur old friends to come and see
our new place and satisfythemselves as to
the above.

(Successors to >1. P. Vissers.)

of an unusuallyvirulent type

of them to

usual.

the charge of seduc-

we

We

us In

J

farmers around Zeeland complain

but all have something to complain of, us

could not learn.

sumed

Welton&’Akeley,

wheat. Oats and hay killed half the residents of Golwood, India
will be abundant,and potatoes a small within four days. The rest fled, but were
crop. Ollier localities report different, refused admission to oilier villages, and

Jamestown, by

tion. ^The names of the complainants

ARTHUR K. TURNER. Morlgag *.
Miller & Voorukis, Alt' y* for Mortgage*.

them witli salt.”

of a poor crop of

or two.
J. A.

through

Medi-

will be thrown open to the public in a day

A man by name of

a pistol,

wound

almost the entire length of the hand.

almost ready, and

rested on Saturday last in

hand, while playing with

wad tearing a ghastly

way, as we observedwhen

salt

The man that hulls you Tom or Jack,
And prove by thumps upon your hack
How he esteems your merit.
Is such a friend that one had need
He very much his friend Indeed
To pardon or to bear It.— Cfowper.

Boom-

of Mr. P.

sluitershot himself accidentallythrough

State Conventions.

common

abroad, is to

have a chance to desert me.’’

“MeTS: jF0F
|
this.

*•"!»

county rac •. The attendancewas

RENT.

SALE

|
i
,

Choice cigars at either 5 or 10
0ltll''’a
lair.
J. O. Doeshurg’s Drug

cent*

Store.

ut

1

ecu 15 1W5.

P'

ZALHonttnd Mich

THE WELL KNOWN*

PUMP MANUFACTURER
Of this place, has added to his splendid Wooden
1'nmp the Iron Drive Well Pump, and is ready to
furnish all and everybodywith all kinds of Pumps;
Force Pumps. Rubber Hose, Large Iron Vessel
Pumps. Pony Engine Pumps, and anything in the
line of Pttmps from a small Basket Hand- Pumps tip
to a Steam Fire Engine.
He can also put down Drive well point* on wood
cu pumps, which is an Improvement on both iron
und wooden pnmpt—on iron pumps because they
don’t rust, the water pumps easier and faster nnd
they don’t 1 rev to or burst in co d weather; and on
improvement on wooden pumps; it saves making a
well, and nothing can get iuto the woU-and spoil
the water.
Business place on River Street, between Ter. tk
and Eleventh street, Jlolh.nd,Mich.

f

WELCOME TO THE

NATIONS.

dered little

BT B. U. BTODDARD.

I hope they will not drop her flat all at closely from that time forth, there was
something missed in Irene that hitherto
onoe.”
Drop her? This was the last thought had part in herself— the joyous confilikely to occur to the kind young men ; dence, the innocent abandon, the quiet
they had no such intent. On the con- but genuine under- tone of real happiness,
trary, they congratulatedthemselves up- had fled. With all her pride, she was
on the fact that Irene Wolf was not only too engenuous to conceal from those who
just the thing they wanted for their cared for her that her perfect peace was
made belle, but a nice sort of a girl, and
/ . ,
a good dancer thrown in.
Our friendly young men field a conAs time rolled on, sisterly solicitude sultation upon tlus point.
for the ultimate fate of “Backwood8”be-,
44 Mark me,” said Sam Dent, “ I know
came extinct. Propitious circumstansces something of girls, and that girl has
elevated “the poor thing” to “that fallen in love. Mark me, has fallen in
Miss Wolf.” Favorite partner of the love with one of us ! I only hope, since
dance, abettor of games, receiver of the I’m an engaged man, that it’s not me.”
Du Bois looked infinitely self-conprettiest bonbonnieresand the loveliest
flowers, the firsfc-thought-of-invitationscious, but did not speak.
“Don’t trouble yourself,Sam,” said
for the ride, drive, and walk, the queen
of the picnic, and the belle of the ball. Dick Wilhurst,with insinuating self“I asked Sam Dent,” said the beautiful assertion. 1 happento know she hasn’t
Miss Ferris, “what was the charm of been such a fool as that.”
“ We’ve played too deep,” said Grosthat Miss Wolf. He said it was simply
the ‘je ne sair quoi' which always at- venor. 44 Upon my word it hasn’t been
tracts men, but that women invariably right. We’ve had our fun, but, by
Jove, it has been hard upon the girl.”
fail to perceive.”
“I always knew,” pondered the de44 Well,” said graceless Dick, “it isn’t
vout heart 'of Mamma Wolf, who, with a wrong that oan be made right If its
her beast-of-prey cognomen, reflected me she is in love with— and— but— well
upon the vexed question of “what’s in a —riimporte. If it’s me, I don’t care if
name” the most lambent possible light I do become a victim. ’Tis a cool three
—“I always knew that our Irene had' hundred thousand. It might be worse.”
the disposition of an angel; but I never
44 Wilhurst,” exclaimed Lindsley,with
realized before that my child was the flashing eyes, “take care. Miss Wolf
is too true and good a girl to bo lightly
raving beauty I find she is.”
As the season advanced, the triumphs* spoken of, in my presence at least. A
of the made belle lost none of the^ bril- girl that any man maybe proud to make
liancy. Her success began to reflect his wife.”
credit upon her makers. Every day she
“Hear! hear!” cried Dick. “Exseemed more lovely, every day more cuse me, friends. I meant to praise,
worthy of preferema. For is there a not to scoff. What greater compliment
cosmetic like praise? Is there a tonic can be paid to a made belle than to ring
like smiles ?
the change out of her— ring the changes,
It is worth while to a woman to have I mean. Lindsley, my dear fellow, I
a credulous heart, if only for the beauti- pass. Take her, and a thousand blessfying effect of flattery upon her grace ings go with you, my boy !”
and complexion.
“Lindsley is right,” said Sam Dent.
Irene Wolf, in her midsummer expe- 44 The girl has metal in her.”
rience, thought that watering-placelife
“Who ever heard of a belle that
was an episode of paradise. But the hadn’t metal in her?” asked Dick.
serpent always crawls into Eden. And
44 Nonsense ! but I tell you there’s a
in Irene’s paradise the intruder had, as genuine ring to her.”
in Raphael’s picture, a woman’s face.
“Of course.”
Miss Hammond thought it her duty to
“And a smart tongue, as I can testify,
confide to MLs Wolf a secret that had when she’s put to it,” said Grosvenor.
been intrusted by Dick Wilhurst as
1 like a woman who can hold her own.”
something which he considered ‘too
“Her own tongue? So do I,” said
good to keep.” Imagine the delicacy of Dick. “ Oh, I’m sincere. Irene Wolf
the self-imposedact; for the secret was is all right. Hurrah for our made belle!
no other than the fact that the belle of She’s a trump. Lindsley, you’re a sucthe season was the creature of a joke, cess. Well, good-night, boys; I’m off.
the envied idol of the summer literally By- by, Lindsley. Ring the belle— dingnothing more than “a block of wood or dong?”
stone,” at whose efficacy the priests of
The feminine portion of the house
its worship mocked.
had not been so sensitively aware of the

Wdcomo, a UiouBandwolcomcii ! Our emotion
Dexnandfl a speech we have not ; it demands
The unutterable largeness of the ocean,
Ihe immeasurable broadnessof the lands
That own us masters, w ho is he shall speak
This lanRuai'o for us? from what mountainpeak?
And in the rhythms of what epic song,
At onoe serene and strong ?

Welcome*, ten thousand welcomes ! It Is much,
(Mi. sisters ! ye have done in coming here ;
For from ihe hour yo touch

'OwrpdMonn Bhorou, yo

tra p^BCcful, equal, do&r

;

lost.

.

Not vrith exultations.
O Bister, Mother nations !
Do we receive your coming ; for more than many
Comes8*! th ye ; do ye see it T It is what is to be
Some day among your myriads, who will uo more

,

obey
_
. ..
But, peaceableor warring, will then find out the

way

Themselvesto govern ; if they tolerate
Kaisers, and Kings, anil Princelings,as
It wtll be because they pity and are too good to hate,
Ihe New World is teaching the Old World to be
This, her acknowledgment from these, Is more
Than all that went before :
Henceforth,America, Man looka np to Thee,
Not down at the.dead Republics l Rise, arise 1
That all men may behold thee. Bo not proud ;
Be humble and be wise
And let thy head be bowed
To the Unknown, Supreme One, who on high
Has willed thee not to die !
Be grateful,watchful, brave ;
8eo that among thy children none shall plunder,
Nor rend asunder—
Swift to detect and punish, and strong to shield and
save!
Shall the drums l>eat, trumpets sound,
And the cannon thunder round ?
No, these are warlike noises, and must cease;
Not thus, while the whole world from battle rests,
The Commonwealth receivesher honoredguests—
She celebrates no triumphsbut of Peace.

—Scribner for Augxut.

THE HADE BELLE.
It was a sultry day in late July. The
ocean breeze failed to dispel the fever of
the air that waited impatiently for the
fulfillment of the promise, that lay broadly legible along the eastern horizon,of a
coming thunderstorm.
The sultriness and impatience that pervaded the atmosphere,thirsting for the
excitement of electrical volleys and a
daah of impetuous rain, also pervaded
the mental atmosphere of a group of idle
young men who lounged upon the shady
comer of a hotel piazza killing time until the dinner hour.
“ Celia Carr was the belle last year,”
said Ned Grosvenor, “ and we shall not
‘look upon her like again.
41 The array of beauty at present is not
alarming,” observed Sam Dent. “ The
Brewsters are nice girls ; Miss Fanning
may be called quite stylish,Miss Hayward decidedly so ; Jennie Hammond
will be a capital creature, but she is
rather bread-and-butterish’ yet; her
sister is a schooled coquette. Adele Fer-

44

is the belle so far.”

“ I never pay court to beauties,” said

When

;

4

‘

Armand Du Bois.

i

44

;

ns

take up that bewilBut to those who knew her, and were
Backwoods? Poor thing! with her frequently,or watched her

lows of our set to

CHANGED HER MIND.
ter that, his kindled imagination sapplied the defect Ho saw her first in the EXTRACTS FROM TUB CORRESPONDENCE OF A TOUNO
apotheosis wrought in her by the one
LADY.
cruel moment of her life. He never alDear Belle:— I went to church last nicht
tered from his faith in her bright suAnd saw your friend ; why he’s a /rifjht ;
At least l think so ; what is there pray
premacy from that time forth.
About hi* looks that made you say
For a fortnighthe studied her unobThat I’d admire him. Goodnessme
He's homely,Belle, as ho can be,
served and “ afar off ;” then be asked to
Monstrousnose, retreatiuRforehead
be presented,and from that time he deAnd goggle ^yes ; I think he’s horrid.
voted himself to her with an increasing
• • • I’ve seen that Mr. Knox again—
devotion.
Your friend I mean, that homely mau
At: the close of the season their engageOf whom I wrote— and I declaw
I must admit he has an ur
ment was announced.
About him, that one must admire.
The refined prejudices of the young
But, Belle,I think I soon shall tire
Of his rude maimers ; why the mau
lord were not disturbed even by a proStared till I had to use my fun.
longed visit in the Western homo of
Papa and Mamma Wolf. He found • • * I went last night to the soiree,
!

And who, think you. chancedthere to be

there what he esteemed most, the arisWhy, Charley Knox ! we stayed till four—
tocracy of a heart,
I danced with him six timet— oi more,
And he has asked me— don’t you tell—
It was a long wedding journey that
To go with him next time ; now. Belle,
Irene took, and for many months and
I’m not in love. You'lllaugh I know—
But stillI say he’s not my beau.
even years she had no visible part in her
first-loved Western life. But her image
• • * 0, Belle ! 0, Belle I what do you think
Has happened. I can’t sleep a wink
was idolized in that home. 44 My little
Until I ve told mv dearest friend
girl ” was the theme of incessant delight;
0, Bello ! my git Ihood't at an end,
That Charley Knox I 0, dear, 0, my
and dearly as her affectionclung to those
know whether to laugh or cry—
who had filled completely her childish II don't
never yet did feel so queer—
faith and trust, she never repented her
Just think ! I am engaged I my dear.
choice. She loved her husband as truly
as h6 loved her.
Pith ana Point.
1 was made for him,” she said, both
summer-y process — Interviewing
first and last.
the thermometer.
;

!

A
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THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER.
A

The Crows have caws

Jealous Husband Kilts His Wife and
then Cuts His Own Throat.

When

to per Sioux

enemy.— Graphic.

their old

the young ladies hand you a card

nowadays with the cabalistic letters Y.
was M. 0, A., it means “You may call again.”

The village of Pemberton, Pa.,
recentlythe scene of a terrible domestic
“I am so thirsty,” said a boy in a corntragedy, the particularsof which, as
field. “Well, work away,” said the inchronicledbelow, we glean from the
dustrious father. “You know the prophet
New York papers: In 1856 Sheppard says, ‘Hoe, everyone that thirsteth.’
Pratt

Wiley married Margaret Kinney,

of Pemberton, lived with her four
years, and obtained a divorce from
her on the charge of adultery. Four
years afterward he was married to Miss
Susie Gale, a young and attractive village girl. The divorced wife continued
to live in the place, and still lives there.
Wiley had accumulated considerable
property, but, in spite of that and his
handsome young wife, he led an unhappy life. He was inordinatelyjealous, and his disposition led him to such
extremes that he frequentlycharged his
wife with unfaithfulness,and serious
quarrelsresulted. But to smother scandal Mrs. Wiley continued to live with
her husband. For a year past Wiley
has been in receipt of anonymous letters
charging his wife with infidelity.He
frequently charged her with the crime,
and she always protestedher innocence.
He became a monomaniac on the subject:

A

fortnight ago Wiley received the
following letter: “Ask your nephew,
Dr. Jake, who the father of your child
is. He knows it ain’t yours, and laughs
in his sleeve with your dear, innocent
Susie. What an accommodating husband you are.” On the receipt of this
letter Wiley left his home. Dr. Jacob
Wiley was his nephew, a worthy young
man, who had been a frequent and favorite guest at his uncle’s house. Wiley’s
conduct became so singular that Mrs.
Wiley consulted a physician and several
of her husband’s friends as to the pro-

The gypsies have a saying to the effect
that
1' “an ass that carries you is better
thau a horse that throws you off.” It is
calculated to inspire respect for the ass.

A tramp was kicked out of a saloon
and felt grieved about it. “ By the way
he moved me,” he said, gently touching
his coat-tails,44 1 thought it was the first
of

May.”

Bayard Taylor’s tribute to woman in
poem is indeed beautiful. There is
no time when a female looks so noble,
so determined and so inspired as when
she is engaged in nailing up a rat-hole.
— St. Louis Globe- Democrat.
A secretary commissionedto report
as to the manner in which a certain
theater was managed in France, reported: “The conductor of the orchestra
has not played a note since his arrival
If he contents himself with making ges-

his

tures, I suggest that ho be discharged.”

“My

friends!” said a builder whose

health had been drunk at a dinner in cele-

bration of the completionof a public
Miss Hammond performed her self- change in Irene. Tke truth is, they
hall which he had constructed, 44 Mv
itnposed duty without trepidation. If were too thoroughly engrossed in a wonfriends ! I would gladly express my feelin the rivalry of the season she had al- derful event to condescendto trifles.
ings, did I not feel that I .am better
lowed herself to feel bitterness,and if
The event was no other than the unexfitted for the scaffold than public speakmalice lay in her motive, she was not re- pected arrival at this delightfulsea- side
warded by the effect upon her victim of hotel of an English lord, a bachelor,
iug!”
“ What on earth am I to do with that
her astounding revelation. In listening crossed in love abroad, it was rumored,
incorrigibleson of mine ?” inquired an
to the hutnihating tale, given in strict and come to America expressly to marry.
anxious ather of a friend. “Dress him
confidence and without suppreBsionof any
A live lord ! One and all of the femin shepherd’s plaid,” was the reply.
stiDging detail, Irene remained calm, of- inine portion of the house fixed heart
exactly, but—”
“ Why, what possible benefit would that
** Let us make a belle,” suggested Arfering no interruption or exclamation. and soul upon him at once. There was
be ?” demanded the wondering parent.
thur Lindeley. Let us take some mod- Her heart, indeed, beat violently, her no turning back from the plow ; there
“ It would at least be a way of keeping
erate girl ana idolize her, one and all of color went and came. When the whole was no dtulying with time to be “well
priety of having something done for
us. Not ridiculously,but just enough stoiy was ended, she pondered a minute- off with the old loves,” or loss of hasto him. They saw nothing alarming in him in check.”
to turn her head and have all the other and said:
in going first to bury one’s dead. The
Davie:— “Can ye gie’s a pipe, John?”
him, they said, but promised to have a
dear creaturesdying of jealousy.”
“Do you believe this, Miss Hammond ? affair demanded, or commanded rather, watch kept over him.
John— “Oh, aye.” Hands liim one al“ What will you make her of ?” asked I hardly can. I think these gentlemen a religious zeal and dispatch. “Up and
On last Sunday morning Mrs. Abigail most empty.) Davie:— “Hae ye ony toBam. “ Where’s your material ? Pro- — these friends of yours — are too well- strike !” was the motto of every Ama- Orth, who occupied a room in Wiley’s baccy?” John— “Yes, yes, lad; I can
duce your belle-metal, Lindsley.”
bred to have placed a girl, an unoffend- zonian ambition whose bewitching archhouse, adjoining the 'bedroom of Mrs. gie that tae,” (Hands him a “fill.”)
“ She must be a novice,” said Grosve- ing stranger, in such an ignominious po- ery suddenly fixed upon this shining
Wiley, says about 7 o’clock she heard a Davie (after filling)— “Hae ye a match,
sition. No ! Do not trouble yourself bull’s-eye.
nor.
knock at the back door. She looked John ?” John (to third person standing
“ And susceptible,”said Sam.
If the thought of “Mrs.” had to any
about this story. I feel sure these men
out and saw Mr. Wilsy standing there. by).— “Guidness, he has naething but
44 But not too susceptible, or there’ll have better hearts.”
one been sweet, the thought of
Somebody admitted him, and presently the jaws.”
be no fun in it,” said Dick Wilhurst.
But, oh, the storm that swept over that Lady,” 44 My Lady Lindehurst,” was in“What made yon quit the East?” said
she heard the murmur of voices in Mrs.
“She must not be a beauty,” said Du bared bit of palpitatingmechanism, the comparably a treat.
Wiley’s room. In a few minutes she a man in Nevada to a new comer. “I
Bois.
woman’s heart, in the darkness of the
It was, of course, necessaryto be preheara Mrs. Wiley utter a sliriek, and got into trouble by marrving two wives,”
“ Nor a stupid,” said Lindsley.
night. The pain, the tantalizingtor- sented to “My Lord” first. And Lord then say in an appealingvoice : “ It is not was the response. “Well,” said the other
Wanted— a belle. So stood their ment, the bewildering doubt. Could it Lindehurst,who had been thrown by
true, Shop. Please don’t kill me. I’ll “I came out hero because I got into
agreement, when all minor tintinnabula- be true? Let the careful memory, the accident of foreign travel into intimate
go away. I’ll go away.” Wiley repliel trouble by marrving only one wife.
tions received an obligatory knell from
calm judgment, take up the facts. Alas, relations with Grosvenor and Dn Bois,
in a savage tone : “It’s too late ; we’ve “And I,” said a bystander, “came hero
“ That tocsin of the soul, the dinner-bell.”
the story was not without its corrobora- came specially introduced.He was legot to die.” A dull blow followed this, because I got into trouble simply beTwo days later a party arrived at the ting proofs 1
gitimatelya prize of the set.
t._
and Mrs. Orth ran out of her room in cause I promised to marry one.”
hotel, who were registered as “Mr.
Not until a fortnight had elapsed did terror, and alarmed Mr. Moffatt, a neighThe first night of anguish that sweeps
“Are you going to make a flowerWolf, Mrs. Wolf, and Miss Wolf, of
it become faintly nunored that Lord
C
,”and on the same afternoon across the pillow of a young girl robs it Lindehurst, whose attentions had so far bor, by telling him to go to Wiley’s ns bed here, Judkins?” asked a young lady
Lindsley announced, triumphantly, forever of all the white roses of wliich been generously general, had “taken soon as possible, as he was killing his 0f the gardener! ‘‘Yes, miss, them’s
girls’ pillows are made. Thenceforth
wife. Moffatt hurried to the house. , k)1(j orders,” answered the gardener.
“I’ve found the girl No, don’t ask
particularly”to Irene Wolf.
Mrs. Wiley lay on the floor. Blood was |
it will quite spoil our croquet
me what she’s like. Nothing startling, the softest is but ruffled linen in which
A torrent of indignationswept through
the head rests.
pouring
from
a
deep
wound
in
the
temground.”
“Can’t help it, miss, them’s
I promise yon. Just a passable sort of
In the morning Irene awoke — for at the house. Miss Hammond felt her ple, and a frightfulgasli in her neck. your pa's orders. He says he’ll have it
a rather lady- like nobody. ’ The raw madawn she caught one miserable half plane of duty so broadened that she actu- She was dead. Near her lay a small laid out for horticulture,not for husterial, that’s all ; and that’s what we
hour’s sleep— awoke for the first morn- ally contemplatedconfiding Dick Wil- hatchet covered with blood. In front of
bandry !”
'rant. A mighty pretty little foot she
ing of her life upon a flat, stale, unprofit- hurst ’s secret, “too good to keep,” to a bureau in the room stood Wiley. He
bed, though, peeping from under her
two lives.
the
young
Englishman—
to illuminate
had a razor closed in his hand, and was
Bom— ho grew to manhood fair.
water-proofcloak. But plain, unmis- able world.
his note-book as a characteristic episode
Weak— ho strayed from mother’s care.
gazing with a look of horror on the dead
What pleasure was there to a made
takably plain and unpretending, I asof American manners and life. She was
Mad— ho wed a woman low.
body
of
his
wife.
He
had
not
noticed
the
belle
iu
fixingh
er
blonde
hair
at
the
glass
?
sure you. Just the nondescript sort of
Drunk— ho dealt a deadly blow.
delayed somewhat in her benevolent inentrance of Moffatt, and when the latter
The first thought of the child had been
Hung— he broke a mother’s heart.
thing we require for our made belle.”
tent, for the reason that the live lord was
Wrong— e’en from the very start.
stepped up to him and laid his hand on
A more inviting drawing-room no sum- this: “Oh, how I wish I could tell not easily approached.
his
shoulder
and
said
: 44 Shep, what in
mother!”
But
she
reasoned
witli
herBorn— he grew to manhood fair.
mer hotel coufd boast. Given the lights
As for Irene, when she felt that the
Strong— he prized a mother’s care.
and the music and what volatile crea- self, “No, it is better I should ’bear it illustrious stranger was unfeignedly at- God’s name have you done?” ho started
Loved— he wed a maiden pure.
tures could desire a better field for the myself. And father, dear father, how he tracted by herself, she experienced some back in terror. A savage expressisnalKind— ho helped the needy poor.
Dead— is mourned by every one.
dance ? Easily disencuml'ered,too, and would resent this cruelty ! how much he womanly tumults of .satisfaction. He, most instently spread over his face, howGood— 0 ! true and faithfulson
-oonvertible for private theatricals,tab- loves his poor little girl! Ho must at least, was sincere. This lover, at ever, and he replied : 44 What is that to
Some gentle youth or good-heartedold
you ? I’ve had a call to do a fearful duty.
leaux, and games, its entertainments never, never, never know.”
least, was unaffectedin his marked prefmau
left a pin on the seat of a WoodI
don’t
want
to
be
interfered
with,
for
The
evening
after
Mis
Hammond’s
duwere famed. An occasional dull day
erence by any latent relish for a joke.
ward
avenue car. It was a pin bent up
I’m
not
half
through.”
Wiley
then
tiful
act
Irene
was
beautiful—
really
beaucould be endured in anticipation of the
“ J/e did not make me," she very
unfailingoe witching qualities of its tiful for the first and, perhaps, for the naturally, and with some grateful sense opened tke razor and made a motion to in curious shape, and was left there to
draw it across his throat. Moffatt seized carry out a purpose. The man who
last time iu her life. She came down into
“falling grace.”
of restore^ dignity, said.
hold of him and attempted to take the swung himself aboard that car near the
the
drawing-room
arrayed
in
an
excellent
In this inviting drawing-room Miss
The young nobleman, an unassuming
City Hall and sat down with a sigh got
Irene Wolf made her debut, clinging Paris dress; for her mother, whose ma- youth, who seemed hardly to appreciate razor from him, but the madman threw
up
with a yell. In his great surprise
ternal
instinct
had
been
aroused
to
the
him
to
the
floor
and
raised
the
weapon
gather closely to the side of her mother
the furore he had created, was rather an
he
leaped off the car and shouted :
to
kill
Moffatt.
The
latter,
by
a
quick
perception
that
Irene’s
costumes
were
/until the music struck up. The dance
exception to his countrymen in his per44 Mad dog around !” but there were no
movement
knocked
the
weapon
from
not
the
style
of
those
worn
by
her
combegan. The young and shy stranger
Bocal history. But of that history it is
dogs of any sort under the seat. When
found herself introduced to a number of panions, had purchased for her darling, only necessary to say that the rumor of Wiley’s hand. He then tyrang to regain
possession
of
it, when Moffatt took ad- he discovered what had “raised” him
at
an
immoderate
cost,
from
one
of
those
agreeable young men. Every one
his having been crossed in love was not
he was much chagrined. Said he : “I
seemed pleased with her. Everything fashionablemodistes who follow in the correct. He had been crossed in mar- vantage of this to escape from the room.
thought
could lick most any
she said, everything she did, proved to wake of the summer-faringgay world riage, not in love. His own temper- He summoned aid of persons who were
man
ride
any
horse, stand any sickness
passing,
and
the
party
entered
the
house
be just the happy word of the moment the* very last importation of draperied far from a base sort— had made the cross
and
run
for any office, and yet this conand
found
the
bedroom
door
locked.
or the happy act. “It has been such a grace.
by decidedly refusing a match proposed
They broke it down. Wiley had com- temptible little pin completely upset
Irene came down into the drawingdelightful evening,” she said to her
for him upon worldly principles alone.
pleted his bloody work. He lay on the mof’—Free Press.
mother, when, after midnight, she room attired like a little princess ; but it
Personally, Lord Lindehurstwas a
bed, his head nearly severed from bis
SONG.
was
not
that
which
made
every
eye
dislingered to talk over the novel event.
man who, without a title, would not have
4*I was* sillv girl to dread the begin- cover she was a beauty at last. It was been popularly remarked. He was a shoulders, dead. In the absence of a What good gift can I bring thee, 0 thou dearest ?
Coroner the bodies were taken in charge
the hectic rose-leaf on her cheek, the
ning so much. How kindevery one is !
Thy praiae from loviog lip* 25 day thou bearcat,
traveled, but not a “society,”man ; obby a Justice of the Peace, who ordered
scarlet
of
her
lips,
the
violet
shadow
Sweeterthan auy §ong.
Happily she was not mediumistic, to
servantly, not experimentally,educated;
an investigation.Mrs. Post, the di- For thee the sun ahinea and the earth rejoices
about her eyes, the mystical shadow
• know the comments made upon her by
nor was he particularly intellectual. But
In fragrance, music, light
her gentle sisterhood of the house. She upon young eyelids that grief has at last he possessed an agreeable presence,re- vorced trife of Wiley, was called to the The spring-time wooes thee with a thousand voices,
stand
and
strictly
questioned
as
to
the
kissed
;
it
was
the
kindled
excitement
of
For thee her flowers are bright;
canw in mention quite disparagingly in
fined manners, an ample fortune, and an
Youth crowns thee, and love waits upon thy splendor,
anonymous
letters.
She
denied
all
conflicting
pain
and
pride,
the
quick
contrast to Miss Monroe, likewise a
Trembling beneath thiue eyes:
excellent heart
knowledge of their authorship or any- Thy morning sky is yet serene and tender,
debutante of the evening— a young lady flame that made her gentle, fawn-colored
He had a presentiment that he should
Thy life before thee lies.
jvt returned from a tour in Europe, eyes shine steel and gold, gold and steel, find his wife in the New World, and his thing relating to them. The feeling
What shall I bring thee, 0 thou dearest,fairest?
against
her
was
very
strong,
and
as
she
and
that
illumined
into
positive,
potent
who had brought the 41 loveliestcosThou boldest In thy hand
presentiment was fulfilled.
left the office she was hooted at and My heart as lightly as the rose thou wearest
tumes ” from Pingat’s and Worth’s ; in brilliancv her modest, softly-tinted,
He fell in love at first sight with Irene
Nor wilt thou understand
jostled by the crowd.”
cneof which, purple and pale blue, pleasantly-featured,but never-before- Wolf.
Thou art my sun, my rose, my day, my morrow,
startling
face.
with rococo jewels and a wonderful
My lady proud and sweet
In England, iron is rolled into sheets I bring thee treasureof a priceloatsorrow, The night of his arrival was the night
She was really beautiful,and every one
fringe, she had appeared that night.
as thin and as flexible as paper, and not
To lay before thy feet.
“Wasn’t it amiable,” said Miss Fan- said so that night. The belle, without of Irene’s beauty. In whatever degree
- Celia T/iaxton.in Scribners /or Augutc,
she faded from her perfect brilliancy af- easily torn.
possibility
of
mistake.
ning, 44 in Ned Grosvenor and other fel“

a

girl ex-

pects every man who beholds her to be
at her feet, as a matter of course, I prefer to pique hfer, for some time, at least,
•with indifference.”
“ There have been several arrivals to<lay,” said Grosvenor,“Miss Monroe
among the number. Look out for Miss
Monroe, Du Bois. She isn’t a beauty
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IndisputableEvidence.

MURDER WILL OUT.

St. Elmo, 111., July 8, 1874.
K V. Pieboe. M. D., Buffalo,N. Y :-I wish
to add my testimony to tho wonderful curative
properties of your Alt. Ext., or Golden Medical
Discovery. I have taken great interest in this
medicine since I first used it. I was badly
afflictedwitn dyspepsia,liver derangedfind an
almost perfect prostration of the nervous system. Bo rapid and complete did the Dificovery

The Mystery of Gen. Hindman's Death
[From the New York World.!

Murder

will out. To that we have
the testimony of the tecords, and the
axiom has been formulated by the greatest of American orators. Not only does
the body of the victim, voiceless except
a perfect cure that it seemed more like
through gaping wounds, ciy out for effect
magic and a perfect wonder to myself, and
Christian sepulture from the depths of since that time wo have never been without a
swamp or lonely copse where the mur- bottle of the Discovery and PurgativePellets
derer has vainly hoped to hide the wit- in the house. They are a solid,sound family
physician in the house and ready at all times to
ness to his crime, but the wretch himfly to the relief of sickness— without charge.
self, hurrying from bloody act to bloodWe have never had a doctor in tho house since
ier and still more cruel deeds, reaches we first began the use of your Pellets and Dissuch a height of reckless daring that covery. I have recommended tho use of these
the blindest justice cannot help but medicines in several severe and complicated
eases ansing from, as I thought, au impure
close about him. Then the gallows
state of tho blood, and in no one case have they
comes, and then, with no hope tor the failed to more than accomplish all they are
future and a late repentance for the past, claimed to do. I will only mention ono as rehe tells the story of his crimes. Mys- markable (though I could give you dozens).
Henry Koster, furnituredeafer, of this place,
teries of blood at last are understood
who was ono of the moat pitiful objects ever
mayhap the memory of an innocentman seen, his face swollen out of shape, scales and
is cleared of stain, and one death is eruptionswithout end, extending to his body,
made to pay the penalty of many. In which was completely covered with blotches
th§ newspaper of every daythese coin- and scales. Nothing that he took seemed to
cidences of fate are told. We have two affect it a particle. I finally induced him to
try a few bottles of the Golden Medical Discovof them before us as we write. With a ery, with daily use of tho Pellets, assuringhim
prescience of the coming massacre be- it would surely cure him. He commenced its
fore him, perhaps, a soldier of Ouster's use some six weeks since, taking two Pellets
army wrote out the narrative of a mur- each night for a week, then one each night, and
tho Discovery as directed. The result is, toder committedlong years before, which, day his skin is perfectly smooth, and the scaly
from the obscurityof the victim or the eruptionsare gone. Ho has taken some seven
disorder of the times, had never been or eigbt bottles in all, and lonsiders himself
traced to its author. Before the letter cured. This case had baffled the skill of our
was read in the Southern town where best physicians.Messrs. Duneford <fc Co.,
druggists, of this pb.ee, arc selling largely 6l
the crime had almost passed from recol- your medicines,and the demand steadily inlection, the murderer lay in that horri- creases, and they give perfect satisfaction m
ble ravine, retribution coming from sav- every case. Respectfully,W.H. Champun,
Agt. Am. Exp. Co.
age hands, but the criminal dying in
brave company, and as one of a noble
MesbrsL H Meboikr & Oo., ono of
band , whose names will be bright in the largest producers iivchampague, exhibiting
history. But of those who went dow* at the Centennial Exposition their wine and
to slaughterthat fatal June day, we may .cotoplete apparatus tot bottlingit, have imsuppose that to one death was a welcome mense cellars, 1C5 feet deep, entered by railways. for handling their large vintage, amountrelief from the : barbs of conscience.
ing yearly to 1,500,000bottles. Mr. Alphonzo
His crime drove him from the comforts Faber, 3502 Race street,Philadelphia, their repof a home through fourteen years of resentative. has come over especially to estabwandering, and finally to a terribledeath lish agencies for the sale of their champagne.
on the far-off plains. His uneasy spirit
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ringforced him to a confession of the forworm, salt rheum, and other cutaneous affecgotten murder, and at last the molder- tions cured, and rough skin made soft and
ing corpse in a Tennessee grave had its
revenge in a mutilated body in the lands
of the Pioux.
made with common tar, all of which arc worth-
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amv» TheWonders of Modern Chemistry
!
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1
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe
Fain to Man and Feast,
!

a

leas.
A crowd

!

of

daily throng the stores in country and

community and the entire
South were shocked to hear of his
later, the

\r

brutal assassination while surrounded
by his wife and children. Sitting in
hiB library ono night, a gim was forced
through the window, and the soldier
who had escaped jfrom a hundred battles fell dead frohj. his chair, his body
riddled with bullet*. The murder was
commonly ascribed to a private enmity,
and a reputable citizen of Helena has
since borne the load of a terrible suspicion, which the confession of the real
criminalhas but now removed. The
mails bring us the account of a gallows
scene at Rome, in Georgia, wherein, by
the statement of the condemned, the
mystery of Hindman's death at last is
solved. Haywood Grant, colored, con-

NOT

LAME

night If

Hurst Hotel, St; Louis.
European plan. Rooms, $1 per day. Meals
Col. L. D. Watson, chief clerk.

day

SARSAPARILLIAN

F.

PALMER,

P.

The relaxing power of Johnsons
Anodyne Liniment is truly wonderful.Cases
are alreadynumerouswhere bent and stiffened
limbs have been limbered and straightenedby
it. When used for this purpose,the part
should bo washed and tutyied thoroughly.

_

IN THE

B^T^TFKR^vfrSaS

with the painful operation of uring tbere)
dissolving *tone In the bladder,*nd to aU oAre^ofltf
ilammation of the Bladder end Kldn«jr«. in Ghfem
oases of Leuootrhea and Uterine dlioa***.
la tumor*,nodi*,hard lamp* and •yphilotdolcre*:.w
drepsy and venernil*ore throat, ulcrop, and in tuarewre'
of the lung* ; in goat, dyipepsi*.rherrarettoni. rWteto ;
In mercurial dupoilt*—it i* In there terriki* ieeim or
dlaeaM, where ‘he butnan body haa beTOroe »<»*?“•
wreck, i nd where every hour of existencei* yD»taref
wherein IhiB great nmtedy ehallehgea the retoaW«i«»eo4
and admirationof the alck. It is in *uch cue*, wtore
all tlie pleasure* of oxtetence »ppe*r cdt off frore tow
unfort mate, and by It* wonderful, almost repernatarei
agenoy.it restore*(he hopelereto * new life ana new
existence where this great remedy *tand» alone inM*
might and power.
In tho ordinaryskin diseases that every one is more or
less troubled with, a few doses will In most cas««, and a
few bottle* in the more aggravated ivnas, wovk a permanont cure.
Those atfllctedwith chronic disea*« should pnrehare
a pnckagOoontainlng one dozen liottles. Price Ifl
per dozen, or 85 per half dozen bottles, or $1 perbotUe. Sold by druggist*.

ALL GRAIN, TIME

and MONEY wasting compllo
“Endless Aprons." “Raddles," "Beaters,"
“ Pickers, ” etc., are entirely dupenied with ; Ws thaa
one-halfthe usual Gears, Bolti Boxes, and Jouttals;
easier managed; mow durable ; light running ; no costly repairs; no dust; no" litterings'' to clean ap; not
troubledby adverse winds, rain or stormB.

_

tions, Bitch as

FARMERS and GRAIN RAISE R8 who ara ported
large saving made by it will not amnloy Inferior and wasteful maclilnos.but will tariff on this
improved Thresher doing their work.

M.

In the

proved "Triple Gear,” and our "Spur Speed" (Woodbury Style), loth " Mounted ” on four wheels.

torrang

IF INTERESTED In Threshing or Grain Raiaing,
apply to our nearest Dealer, or write to ub for Illustrated Circular(sent free), giving Rill particulars
of Sizer
Styles, Prices, Terms, etc.

& Co.,
BATTLE crkkk, micil

Nicnoid, Shepard

showing how either sex may fascinate and gain tho love
and affection of any person they choose Instantly.400
p«*es. Bv mall. 60 sts. Hnnt4 0o..l39S.7th8t..PhUa.

width. The Auger

PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADKX MY. Chester, Penn., Komtens September 13.
Civil and Mining Engineering,
tho Classics, and English "Branches.For Circulars,
apply
Col. THRO. HYATT, Pres. P. M. A.
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WILL AFFORD INSTANT EASE,

is

norsc
and lowered by hand.
Rights for sale. Giro
lars free, A.W. UorjJM,

INFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS,
INFLAMMATIONOK THE BLADDBR?
INFLAMMATIONOF THE BOWET/i,*CONGESTION OF THE MINGS,

OleDD'i Itrk Indianapolis,

oil colors, to show our work,
paintedon canvas,oXx?*,,from a photograph or tin
tytHi, free with the Home
a year. Sample
of our work and paper, terms to agents, Ac., 10 oentaL. T.
Mill Village, Erls county, P*.

X

In

HYSTERICS.CROUP. DIPHTHERIA,
CATARRH. INFLUENZA,
HEADACHE, TOOTH ACIi K. MUM PS,

Journal.

at

f

Profitable. Pleasant work, hundreds now employed , hundreds more wanted.M N Lovell. Erie. Pa.

ARTICLES FOR ACEkITQ
Free. BOSTON NOVELTY OO.. Mass. HOCri I O

PENSION
bled by wounds, ruptare.Injuries or disease m the U. 8.
service, should apply before It Is too late. Tho loss of a

finger or a too entitlesono to a pension. C. E.
ARNOLD, U. S. Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio.

REVOLVERS

ILL. CATALOGUE OF

g Q

MIXED CARDS, with name,

Extra Fine

for

percent,paid to »ny one^ Samples for 10c.,^o*t-

a

Week

Salary

yx

Caulofu*

HKwS

Puu. Nirtit Purs.

$3.00

8»tiif«elionruraaWSd.

Pan. AAdrw WESTERNUUN WORKS.

IlltiiinUd
Cmaoo. Ill

un.

VINCENT,

$20

.Card*of noted men, women, and Preildenta
of
Reward, Motto, Comic, and Tran»forSfie*"1*BUFFORD’SSONS. BOSTON. MASS. EiUlllihtd 1B30.

paientCardi.
H.

mr?

NOVELTY.
IWVCbl

...

Century of GOSPEL WORK.”
1776 “A
New SubscriptionBook. Agents Wanted. Ad1876 dre** N. D. THOMPSON A CO., Chicago, UL

mi&msss.
or ri£.
Address

Wyoming.

A A

rrrmonth.Agent* Wanted.

Bu«ln**» honor*Ms, lucrative,permanent. Particularsfree.
A dd re ai, A. O. Kolttoioa * Co., Chicago, 111.

Yonr name printed on

50 Transparent
Transimrent

—
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A
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month*. Send
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Centennial history
fasterthan any other book
bool ever published.
One Agent sold 61 oopiea in one day. ISend for onr extra
terms
to Agent*.
______
Agent*. NATIONAL PU BUSHING OO.,
Chicago,III.

and a 3-cent stamp for 80
White Bristol VisitingCard*. Printed
by a new process. No nicer one* ever
Been. Prices never before named.
Largest variety ever shown. All other
kinds correspondinglylow. Circnlar*.U-cenC stamp.
Inducementsnever Before offered to agents. Territory

10

0ANN()N

Box

at

OWN

PRINTINCl

WTO VEIsTY
JRI
FEINTING PRESS.
For l>rufv..lmmlftml Amutear

oend rtamoftrCatalogue.)
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Fodersl Bt. Boston-

s EAT H

* delayed 1 Itte iroiulisuJt»y urtbe R. T. ronti Klisir
jsdda
end IAiuM K ir,ut H- if. PH« >U Uu. ra>uitmany cure* in

,

iDdifSsilna,
ffilioii.np^Con.llMtlou,
l>»»iii-t*in.rilre, I.uog,
Liver, HI
*cd liW-1 riw-jH-*. Pcm»ic Phteiclans »*v it never uii. In FEMALE DISEASES*!"5
scaknciw*.
Is n •• hod-M-nlto fanaika. liomtoputhio
and Old
Bchool Physician*re;>ort: “lln*nr/eifl, ttrerry mrdtein*
fur cAildriinnd fm'ilri." •• T lie only It'/Hiii Extract of Hcvf
slth Tonic* and Csth.ruc. sc will rre-crlNV,' Price SI per
toiiie. RICHARDSON A TU'.LIOQE. CIUCINKATI,0.

miller,

doleterluua

filledAuger raisedfrom the bottom of
well Witfiqut liftingthe shaft. • Bores a 17
inch hole from 50 to roo feet in one day. Can

mske any size. Bouldersand Quicksand
handled with ease. CompleteRig $100, Territory selling rabidly. ^Scnd for
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Breathing, Muttering at the Heart, Chokiry—
SuffocatingSensationswhen In a liying Posture. Imor
neasol Vision, Dote or Webs before the
and Dull Pain in the Head. Deficiencyof
Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,
.
Chest*.Limbs,and Sudden Flashesof Boat. B&ratag Id
licult

Pain

lhA few dnsss of

RADW

AY’S PILLS

wffl

worth thnasaiidi will be sent you.

<

MARTIN,

The

drugs.
: .

CrT’Obsv-ethe followingsymptoms resultingfro*.
Disorders<k he DigestiveOrgans
j
Const! nation. Inward Piles, FuUnesa- of the Blood in
the Head. Aridityof the Stomach, Naosea, Heartburn.
Disgust of Food, FuUnes* or Weight In tbeHtema^.
flour KnrUtl«ns, Sinking or Flattering at ihe PH of th*Stomach,Swimming "f the Head, Hurriod and Dw-

Send one lotteMtemp to RADW AY A CO., Mte.
32 Warren Street, New York. Infomatfw

r
rLL A
a licUflr«m1klo40liie6is4lnfllmneter, 100 (set a day saar. Sand for
tllBStrsladcaUlofus.KWvates (be
dirt wliboat removlsgtbs sUfiln j.
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Read “FALSE AND TRUE.’*

I

Csmsaut ealtionby au emJneniauibor,or wonby to
UxhedlalHstltUuglteliaiidGennAn.
Onsi

se

W

:

Perfectlytasteleea, elegantlycopied with sweet rap,
purg*. regulate, purify, cleanseand strengthen.
P ILLS, fur the cure of all disorders of the
Stomach, Liver, Hawaii,Kidney*. Bladder,- Ni
Disease*, Headache, Constipation.Costivune**,
I
tlon, Dyspepals, bUlousnese. Billon*Fever, Infl
uvm »nd
nil Derangemonto
i)«rangemoi»to
of th»
Mon of the Bowels, Pile*
and aU
Internal Viscera. Warrantedto effect a p<*itivo«ir»i.

.

PstentMA Proprietor,
BUxnJUU, Iowa.

TTftTO

REGULATING FILLS

T0J60
____

The Western Gun

RADWAY’S

Printer*, Nx-hools, HocletU**,Muatifiirjurer*,Herchant^ajj'l others itis
the 3E8T ever invented. 1 J.000 in use.
.Ten styles. Prices from $5.00 to $160.00
[SEN J. O. WOODS & CO. Mamifn and
'dealersIn all kind* of Prlntln* Material,
Purely Vegetable, containingno mercury, mineral*,err

A DAY made
by opsraUsf
ITOSR..Bores

O.

T

0,1

once for free Sample Copy.

Boston,M***.

|40

gSSfaSKK

Bond in with *3 aud get a revolver arid prff- YTTTvr
A
I The beat In tho
mium box of loug-ranpe- target cartndceB,
JjJuli iiU Mijiliiworld. Send for
»ttaoliing tLia notice to
our Auger Book. U.S.AugerCo.,St.Louis,Mo.
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MEDICAL ADVICE
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Price 50 Cent*. Sold by Druggist*.

ct*. Cauu-Printkb,Look-Box D, Ashland, Mass.
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design*) sent postpaidfor 25 cent* ; 5 pack*. 6 names, 81.
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---- ha* the same. Agent*
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Traveler* should always carry * bottleof
with
them. A few drop* in watot
w1
fes* or pain* from change of water.
will preventalckn
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WAY’S RELIEF

U?TT!on!Raare!i
Addreti,VUiUng,

staple article— pleaseseTsryixwly— Trad# continually
Increasing-Agent* wanted everywhere—be*t Inducement*
guaranteed toniato and tomale.^end —don't waste time- tend for circular to ROBT WELLS,
43 Vesey 8t., N.
P. O. Box 1387

ftS*

ROWELS, and

Box 58,Ohioaoo.1u.

Cards, containinga

to

comfrot.

Ho:
Sent by mall
bO cents. Addreea
J. P.

great Interest to

Y

$6

READY RELIEF

The appllcadonof the
to thjj
part or parte where the pain or difficulty exist* wlB
afford ease and
.

seU him. How to train
him. How to toll a _
ter. A NKW BOOK of)
lo

$1(h$25

10 cents, postpaid. L. JoNEBACo.,Naasnu,N.Y. _J.

20

RELIEF

filled andrafsedby

ThoroughInstructionin

own Likeness

READY

bores

Colonists wanted for soennetparty, to start Bept. 18th.
First party on tho grounds delighted with country.
For Pamphlets,address130 Dc tt rbur n-sl
Chicago.

VOUR

RADWAY’S

Morgan's Well JLngtr
20 feet per hour,
by one man and horse,
without liftingshafting.
Bores from 1 to 4 feet in

Stock-GrowersColon? of Now Mezico.

in with the

order.

°Tto

WET GRAIN

of 1876, these were snl^tan*
tklly the ONLY MACHINES that could run with profit
or economy,doing fust, thoroughand perfect work,
when other* utterlyfailed.

IN0 READINQ, PSYCHOMANCY.FASCINATION.
IfJL Soul Charming, Mesmerism and lovers' Guide,

O VERY desirable NEW ARTICLES for Agent*.
D M an ao Yd by G. J. Caps wall A Oo., Obeshire,Conn.

because it prepares him to enioy his wealth.
This great boon to mankind is cheap, safe
and prompt. G. R. Finlay & Co., Proprietors. New Orleans.
Foe sale by all Druggists.

Revolvers. —

^

home. Agentswnnted. Outfitandterma
free. Addrees TRUK A CO., Augusta. Maine.
ft

r

it

Liter or worre-the vim*
FLAX, TIMOTHY, MILLET, HUNGARIAN and if not arrested and drivenfrom the blood, it wW spread
like seeds are threshed,separated,cleaned and saved and continue to undermineU e constitution.A* a«m
makes the gttwaa
as easily and perfectly na Wheat, Oats, Bye or Barley. a* the
AN EXTRA PRICE is usually paid for groin and “feel bettor," every hour j«» wUI grow better and to
Seeds cleaned by this machiue, for extra cleanllnese.

possible. In haste, yours.
T.
1876.

other ntylet of

LUSHER.

$10
$14

tl/4 'I 'I
"I M
tions to bo filled— no huge
:uge bills,
bii
entailing pecug OutfitSpOOTPRlNTSof
niary embarrassments, added to loss of health.
i free
It is* the friend of the poor man, because it enables him to earn a living, and of the rich,

1

DAYS IN HOSPITAL.

1,

of grain, to luerilalU

Thresher*,can bo SAVED by thi*
Improved Machine, tufilcicnt, on every job, to more than
pay all expentet of throebing.
tciih

WKEKS &

when the Jatter is deficient.Schenok’s 8oa Weed Tonic
is sold bv sll Druggist*.

Wilhoft’s Tonic !— Unfailing AND
Inkaludle !— This great Chill Tonic cures
chills without the interventionof doctors and
their bills. No consulting visits— no prescrip-

ana rub

THE ENORMOUS WASTAGE

PAINFUL BACK.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Phila- aTthSa specific.

cento to pay postage) a sample of Dobbins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.

rJoId,

lyitotn.

FOUR SIZES made for 8, 10 and 12 Horse
Sent by mail on receipt of 2-1 rents for one,
$1.25 for six, or 82.25 for twelve, enrefiilly Powers. Also a specialty of Separator!, designed
and made expremlt fob bteam power.
wrapperi and warruntril, by
POTTER, Proprlctora, Huston, JIiiss.
TWO STYLES OF HORSE POWERS, riz.: our 1m-

ita distressing symptoms, follows.Thu
Sea Weed Tonic performs tho duty of the gastric juice

Q

Aoply the liniment

"

No. Fayette, Me., May

gestion, with all

A young French Canadian has accomplished the feat of walking on the water.
He has a pair of very large canoe -shaped
shoes, which bear him up and enable
him to keep his balance. He recently
walked about a mile on the Ottawa river.

hand.

AND

,

SARSAPARILLIAN

“ARE DOING WONDERS.”

have doubted whether dyspepsia can be permanently

delphia, Pa., have promised to send any
of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen

token, new signs ofretumlng hotlthwill appear ; a* the
blood Improve* In *trength and purity. di*J«*e willdtmlnlsh, and ail foreign and impure deporito, nodaa.
tumors, cancers,hard lumps, eto., be resolveaaway and
the unsound made sound and healthy; ulcere,fevwr
•ores, syphilitic sores, chronic *kln diaeteeegradually
8. incases where the system has been salivated, and
Mercury, Quicksilver,Corrosive Sublimate,(the principal constituent
in tho advertisedSarsaparilla*, MiOMar
ed in tome base* with Hfd. 6f Potoua) have •ccunmlat
ed and become deposited in the bones, jotat*. Mn.
causing carlo* of the bone*, rickets. *pln*l curvature*,
contortions,white swelling*,varicose veina, *tc.,
will rreolveaway there dm
posit* and exterminatethe virus of the diware from toe

and give fresh vigor to the enervated body. For

TV IG PAY to sell our Rddbeb Printing Stamm.
J3 Terms free. TAYLOR A CO.. Cleveland.O.

t

t

Messrs.Weeks A Potter— Gentlemen : Collinb’
Voltaic Plasters are doing wonders. They work like
magic, and those you sunt luat are all sold and more
wanted. Pleasu sond mo three' doxen ns soon as you get
this. Money inclosed herewith. I want them to-morrow

Weed

scaffold of that Georgia town.

at all hours.

JF

IOWA.

Mxbbbs. Wkkkb A PottrH— Gentlemen : I have just
recoveredfrom a lame nnd painful back through tho use
of your Collins’ Vot.taio I'labtf.kb. Mv back was so
lame nnd painful that 1 could not stoop, walk or do duty
of any Kind, and was placed in the hospitalfor 12 days
withoutcure. I then asked permissionof the Surgeon
to try the Collinh’Voltaic Plabtkhs, and in a few
hour* after putting one on was entirely relieved of ualn
and able to bund my back ; am now perfectly well. I
considerthem simply womlertul.
Respectfullyyours, ALEXANDER JAMESON,
Co. I, First Artillery, Fort Warren.
Boston, May 3, 1876.

dyspepsia,It Is invaluable. Many eminent physicians

the

SOLD LAST SEASON

1000

WITHOUT ONE FAILURE OB REJECTION

Tonic is very effectual.A few doses will create an appe-

The manes of the murdered Hindman may now rest in peace, for the law

of

"THE VIBRATOR”

can compare with ColliuH' VoHttif Plaster for
every aliment and disease for which a plaster msybe
worn. They never weaken or delude the poor sufferer.
They carry comfort and happiness Into otery afilicted
household. Try thorn.

system,we must resort to

•hat purpose. Tho Sea Weed Tonic in ita nature li.
(o tally different from such drugs. It contains no corrosive min»rals or acids ; in fact, it assists the regular
operationsof nature, and supplies her deficiencies.
The
tonic in its nature so much resemblesthe gastric juioe
that it is almost, identicalwith that fluid. The gastric
juice is tho naturalsolvent which,In a healthycondition
of the body, causes the food to be digested ; and when
this juice is not excreted in sufficient qusntltie:, Indi-

At our request Cragin & Oo.,

•—

gu*.

OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY

order to keep a nat-

closed the dismal catalogueby detailing
the manner in which he had shot to
death the ex-Confederato General in his
Arkansas home. No cause was given for
the crime, and a moment later the

on

GO.,

tn what paper you saw thla advertise man

quantltv and freoweaey el
Involuntaryweakening dlscb •-'ot (if afilktadthatwayl,
with certainty of pennanen.
Incmaed etrwigtb
exhibited in the secreting
->d fnncUromi ha*,
mony restored to the severalorgana.
theevrarYellow tlngo on tho white ol the eyes.
thy, saffrona'jr^aranceof the skin changed to a dear,
lively and healthycolor.
ose suffering
stmertng frou
from weak or nicerated lungs or
6. Those
tubercle* will reallx#great benefit In expectorating
freely tho tough phlegm or mucous from the lunga. Me
cells, bronchi oe Wluaplpo, throat or Hoad; dlminkhhy
of tho frequencyof cough ; gonoralincrease of etreagtb
throughout the m*t*ra : stoppage of night sweaU and
pains and feeling of weakneo#around
•bouldoro,etc. /oeeiatloaiofcold and emUf, eenwol
suffocation ; hard breathing and paroxysm* of cough cei
lying down or nrlalng In the morning.AU theee dl*tree».

NO AGENCY IN
THE WORLD

for

murders had been committed, and

of retribution has been fulfilled

nVMarYed ”lmtnatiori of

FEET IN DIAMETER,

BLOOMFIELD, DAVIS
tWSUte

"holesomefood, and frequent perspiration,reduce
bodily energy, particularlythose aafferingfrom the

Not so soon, however, but that an innocent man was relieved of a suspicion
which was not so stronglysupported by
facts as to bring him to tho felon’s
dock, but which, except that the law
had dragged the real criminal to his
fate, would have followed him to his
grave and have been left as an evil heritage to his children. Justice, though
tardy, had asserted itself, and tho crime
of the murderer had found voice.

Cll Strength lacreMe*. appetite Improve*, rettah fc*
food, no more sour •rucUtions or waUrbrMh, good 4A
geatlon, calm and undisturbed Bleep, awaken fresh and

SO

GREAT WESTERN WELL AUGER CO,

lethargyproduced by the heat take, aw.y the desire for

oft' into eternity.

THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

HA

This is the famous Threshingmachine that has
Wanted in every
and County in the United States. Send for our "swept tho field" and created such a revolutionin the
Illustratedcatalogue, tertnn,Ffice«, Ao., prerin* trade, by its matchlessGbaim-Savihoahd Tuh-Sav*
inq principle*.
onr aflveftiaementBbom fide. Address

phere experienced her. during the «ummer month., the

tite

AIN. T

GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS

atmos-

this purpose Scbenck’sSea

EiNOP

Disappearanceof «pota, blotebei,pimple*;the ahfa>
and healthy, the urine changedfrom'ts tyrebid and cloudy appearance to a clear ahem' oi ambyw
color ; water' passes freely from the bladder through tha
urethrawithout pain or scalding ; littleor no sacllaent;

State

humore.

artificialmeans. For

1

looks clear

SAND.

Vegettne meets with wonderful aucCG88 in the euro of caucer and cancerous

ural, beautifulactivity of the

1

UfeaBdueefulueaeinauynvaluablihorie.

And ANY DEPTH REQUIRED. They will bore la
All kind* of Earth, Soft SjumI and LlmaItone, jlituttilnaua Stone Coal,
Slate and Hardpan.
And we MAKE THE BEST OF WELLS In QUICK-

cured by the drugs which are generally employed for

wretch was swung

6

3 TO

Ask your druggist for Cameron’s

two steamboat hands on a Mississippi river steamboat, ten years ago ;
then to the murder of an Irishman in
Memphis during the same year ; and
still again to the murder of a policeman
near to the spot where the third of his

HE, Ho AC

are operaited entirely bv

POWHB. and will bore It the rate of
HORSfitfOT
They bore from

Blackberry Brandy for all disorders of the
bowels. Address Home Bitters Co., St. Louis.

of

Resolvent,

EBBT PER HOUR.

victed

der

AUGERS

OTTR

berger’s Ague Pills for twelve years, and have
never heard of a case they have not cured."
Have you chills? Shallouberger’s Pills will
cure von for £1. Try them.

effect, of debilitating disea.ee.In

Sarsaparillian

eoettnjr 350. . IWc. or 1 1 .OO, hae often eara*
the life ofa human being, and restoredto

IT!

And art prepared to demonstrate the fast.

12

laced around his neck, called the
heriff to him and confessed to the mur-

Cl!

RADWAY’S

DE.

YIEM? TOITS MAGlfc TOUCH. A botUj

WE MEAN

Joseph Lewter, of Milan, Tenn.,
wrote Feb. 22, 1876 : “ I have sold Bhallen-

of arson and sentenoed to be
hanged, and with the noose about to be

Grand Old

i.

Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders. They
understand that horses cannot bo kept in good
conditionwithout them, and with them can be
on a much less quantityof grain.

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonlc.-Inthe

Felt ns They Daily
Occur after Using a Few Doses of

If

others,

town

Sarsatarillianai Its Associates.

Changes as Seen nnd

WHICH HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 4 j
TEAKS. TIIEKEIS O SOKE IT WIL1
NOT HEAL. NO LAMENESS IT WIL

__

“Horse Men,” and

I

MUSTANG
liniment,

;

Gen. Thomas C. Hindman was

the

ol

“ A« yellow as
II a lemon” exrressss th* fs*t
that jnnndlce hat set In. The
. poor.iL ustd liverhas
(Hlden npon worm
worm’’ and asserted her
turned like the •* trodden-opon
rigbU. Use st once

- TrM^CcntranialCelebmloD.AQir.....
Pest I eoglDginleresteverywhere In the l
eoontry
bcnro.
try
bene*,rarr
rare cban'-’c
chao'-ef.-t
f**rA rents.
rents,fk
:

tiou

aodternu.toSOAMMKLL A

OO

TarriiiifgSeltzer
r Aperient
regularly,tcoordingto directions; get the system in proper shape, and soon the bloom of youth will retnm to the
chesk and health lie restored. No medicine is better for
the generalsystem thyi T
Apeuxent.

AiiroVT’^SKi

O.

W

1

N. U.

,lt:ile"nK wt

In tbi*

paper;

li^advertlse m1*!

Kid^ping of
From
It

Washington at Newhargh,

was while

at these headquarters a hold

Attempt whs made

of his person, and

to get possession

Washingtonreceived

letters warning him of his danger.

But with

all the plans that

were laid, none

young lady, the daughter of one Etwho professed to Ik; a warm patriot;
hut those who knew him best looked on
him with suspicion. This man and this
a

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

8t.

ami

CHROMOS & FRAMES.
etc.,

i

»he only line for Janesville. Watertown. Fond
Lac. Oshkosh, Appleton. Green Bay, Kscauaba.
Negannce, Marquette, Iloui;hton, Uuncock and
the Lake Superiot Country. I's

!

Fhkkport and Di’Buqra Lin a
the only route tor Elgin, Rockford, Freeport,
and all points via Freeport. Its
I*

sell

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.
—

()—

i

Makes Custom Work a

Being Manufacturer*of the
Micro-Scic

<i

tific

I.

an tern

Specialty.

,

Stereo Punoj)ticnn%

D-

„
« ,
road.
- - -- -between

or

1

... *

Winona.
before
,

,a,)d.8,««Pur"on the Union Pacific Railroad for all

duclining the iuvltatlon, he accepted it,

- or
On the arrivalof the train* from the En*t
Sonth. tbe tat na of the Chicago & North- Western
RailwayLEAVE CHICAGO a*

ment

mean

the

of his life

time ordered a detach-

guard to march

-

engaged in conversationwith

:

ForM. Pool ant mnnwpoiu. Two

Tories,

he

to

be

°ZintP?,vandJ'ak< SuP*Aor, Two Train*

rose, and laying his hand on

*"d

up.

into a paroxysm of grief. She had not

She had given

no possible information—simply told her

make him decline
the invitation.That he would make her
kindnessto him the cause of punishment
to her father she did not for a moment
<*nly result would

be

to

dream, nnd she besought him not

to

and death of her father. If

it

Clothing,

Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

Mont Approved

had been a

Chicago. Gen. 8up't, Chicago.

FOR

150

Window Shades,
Feathers

Pat

acted so nobly. If it had

IDIR/ST

on

W. VERBEEK &

H.

BARRELS

of

SALT.

MOOD

i

SOW

LOOT,

11 latL‘

hour. Then

left the

vagauce'ic^

-

^

of Ids

and none of them liked

warm place to blow

to

Meat Market,

—

Jacob Suite.

\

i

,e,L’ndu,nenceor sexual extra-

thousand

piiilii

out the candle.

th rty-elghtcente($152,38)for principal,and Inter
and no suit or proceeding*either In law. or
to get up, the Judge proposed that they equity, having been commenced to recover the same
or any part thereof: how therefornotice I* hereby
should put it out by spittingat it. ‘I can gi ven that on Tuesday, the twenty^econdday 6f
beat you said one. ‘Money says you can’t,” August, one thousand eight hundred and seventysix, at one o clock in the afternoon of said dar at
answered the Judge. The cold weather the front door of the Connty Court House. In the
city of Grand Haven In *atd County of Ottawa and
and the dirty floor* were forgotten, as the
thatMbe,n«
lho there
pJace for
h0,dlnl?
the Circuitr*
Court for
aald county,
will be sold

After fruitlessefforts to induce some one

me.

%

rivals sprang from their warm places.

at public aucUon or vendue to the highest bidder
the premise* diecrlbcd in aald Mortgage orsomuch
“,1eorcof. a" ma;,bo n«ce**anr to satisfy the amount
contest was so exciting that the others were due and parable on said Mortgage, with Interest
thereon
it the rate of t*n p«r cent per annum, and
noon drawn, and there, in tho chill, firea|l the legal cost* and charge* of such foreclosure
less, dreariness of the best room of a coun- and sale, and also an attorneyfee of twenty-five
try tavern, the Judge and four or five of dollars,a* providedfor in wld Mortgage, In case
proceeding*shonld be taken to forclose the same.
the brightest lights of the circuit stood up The following U the description of the land* and
premises as appears In said Mortgage,to-wlt: All
in their shirts and spit at a
for five
of l,nd' wh,ch L* •‘iDwte’d In the

put up, a

mark made, and

the

ruf!

mark

dollars apiece.”

1.
A company

paraded on
4he Fourth of July, In Virginia City, on
donkeys, and fifty „f those animals were

,n ’i!00*1 nnn'hercdtwent-

-nine (») |n

of “horribles’*

hired at $2 apiece of Chinamen,

who

C

use

J^U^«mT0RIN0Md MELVIN A- STORING
Uowahd A McBRipv. A/r^

for Mortgagees,

them in peddling wood and other things.

A
_

___
BOOKBINDING!

Later more donkeys were needed, and, in

Chinaman appearedin a meetand said: “You
Melican people make raucheetimeon July
4tb, because you live all sauto one hundred
years. You say you wantee flftT Jackass,
then one bundled fifty. You say iwo
response, a

ing of the “horribles,”

dolla piecee— allfghf.

Now you

Wllnt

dojia.”

sxzvsr, zr&zt

II.

I will

sell cheaper

than any

BIG

thing tho ” Bee Hive" cigar at

8CHOUTKN

A

MKKNG8.

one in this City
Holland,Feb.

I

-

“1TEWS”
JOB OFFICI
Our

facilities for

Job

Prir

ing are unequaled in this

and we are at

all

cit

times preps

ed to execute

1874.

4n 2-*

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 henrinz
grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; HtrawberrlesPeara Apple. Quince, Chestnnt. Mulberry,Apprh
cot. Cherry and Peach trees la bearing. 1
No money required down Inquire of
Rqllakp- April 10* J*

VA^ LANDEGBNdJ

By virtue of two Writs of Execution, issued out
of and nnder the seal of the Clrcnlt Court for the
Connty of Ottawa, one tested on the 20th day of
January,A. D. 1874, and the other on tho fifth day
°r .May A. D. 1874, against the Good* and Chattlea,
»nd for want thereof, then against ihe Land* and
Tenements of John Cochrane,and to mu directed
and delivered, I have levied on all the Right, Title
and Interest of the aforesaid John Cochrane,of!
in and to the followingdescribed lots, pieces or
parcels of Innd, lying and being situated in the
conntv of Ottawa,State of Michigan, “to-wlt.”
The North-west quarter of the North-east quarter of
section twenty-one(81) and the North half of the
North-westfractional quarter of rectlontwenty*fi in t°wn live t8) North range sixteen
(in) west. The Hist piece or parcel containing fortv
acre* of land and the aucond piece containing thirty0“e acres of lend, be the same more of |ee*. aiid
shall offer the same for sale, or such portion of said
prooorty as may bo necessary to satisfy said execution, with costs and collection fees, at public

^

1876.

1876.

EXCTlismS
I

am

K1rront4uo?iYth.FC^’tte Infhe’ct?;

%f

o

Muskeoox,Sept. 8

Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan. *
Dated: Grand H* vex, June 8ntb, A. D.

A.CLOETINGU.
1873.

187fl.

ARIE WOLTMAN,
forif

of Ottawa County, Mich,

Howabd A McBhide, Attorneys, Holland, Mi'-A.

Promptly and Neatly
IN

THE

PRINTING

Black Lake,
summer I will take small parlies down In the
“orobjjt npd back at night for THREE DOL. LABS- Larger parties,FIVE DOLLARS.
Having fitted out aiarge barge, which
will carry from 800 to 400 persons
I will take

Sunday-School

C0MMERCIA

!

!

again prepared to run excursion* from here to
the mouth of

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,
CARDS,
TAOS,

& Church

Pic-nics

5SF ^
of

heretoSre^Thl'nu

dollar*

ca

Holland,

as
.i

M.SK.ST™

FOR SALE!
A —

^ ,nform hi* old friends

JOB PKINTIN

2-tf

This

Sheriff’s Sale.

ALL KINDS OF

Holland. Mich.

awv&'SSrS •iteSVl*™ MS HOUSE, STORE

and^ldeSuSr

\

THE

Druggist.

JACOB KUITR.
14,

FOR SALE.

-

WALSH,

Holland, Mich., Feb. 25. 1875.

.

e*t.

Money was

-

-

get out

Blood.
SOLID AT —

Wholesale and Retail
- BY

<

Mich-

out, the weather was cold, the floor not
‘•lean,

-

I

DR. SCHOUTEFS

nf ^lyfl<,f.0,U'va'/"J1 S,Ate of* Michigan,parties
Since
our co-partnership
oi ine urst part, andChnrle* Storing and Melvin
!,,,l,cc the
,nc dissolution
uissoiuuunof
oionr
co-partnership. I am
Storing, of the same place, partiesof the second cv
o rylng
r.v*ng on this business
bu*lne**ulone.at
alone.at the OLD STO
STORE
part, and recorded In the office of Register of Deeds
hero I1 can he
be found nt
at all times,
time*, and where I will
n and for the County of Ottawa and State of
constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana
J trebly -eighthday of Mav. one
MeaU' and ofl,er ,hcm nt the lowest price*,
eight hundred and aeventy-four, at eight o'clock a. 1 ^I’cct to see all our old friend*, to come and call
m. orsatfiiinvin Miu.r>7»..fM„-. ---------onmc.when I will offer them snch bargain* a* will
induce them to purchasetheir daily ration* will

they went to bed, and

MATERIAI

t’o.

Bragman & Son.

enty four. Made and executed by Henrv Sameit and
Emma Same It hi* wife of the city of Holland. In the

candle burning. The Are had gone

M. Reidsema & Son

3STE-W

1870.

draw poker until

-

Drills.

Mortgage

o:

NTQKDD! JUST RECEIVED AT

„
Ki.l1?^

•

four or five of the

—

PRINTING!

short

tfit

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
of Kalamazoo.

big lawyers indulged in

J.

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

er. Triumph

room. The Judge and

- AT

KIL1T

Mow-

persons had to occupy the same

ALSO

beautiful assortment

whe

combined Reaper
Mower. Adams A

*>r five

—

AND THE DHYIXG OF UHBEIt
WE
EC MAKE A

Fairbanks

^

Feather Beds.

At Greatly Pednced Pricci

tenm;

satisfy all

T5 THX WOSIINd CLASS.— We cm furnishyou
Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
opened a Salesroomon Eighth street In the employment at which you can make very large pay
become known, however, it is doubtfulif Have
n your own localltle*. without being away from
The celebrated author. In this admirable Essav
store formerly occupiedby Slooter A Higgins,
home overnight.Agent* wanted in every town and clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ succc**opposite the City Hotel, whrre the Farmer*
even Washington’s influence could have
county to take *ub*criber*for The Centennial in practice, that the alarming consequence* of
of this section of tho country are resaved the wretch, whose crime wa* tenfold
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